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A Forum for Archltrcturc end Cgkurc
The mission oi ARCADE Magazine is:

To provide a forum.foi exchaage'of idear i*d.spinions that' influeuceio
,, :informthe.builicnvirornefir of the Northwestr,, :.,. :

To inilude Ber*peitiv6'f*m all design profeesions,i,ircluding architecture,
landscape architecture, in-terion design, graphic.desigu,.iad.ustrial
design, construction, fine arts, and performing arts.

To invslv-€ the.glertter:c61{rr1lumty of the Northwesi ia $e,cicltio-g ]of, ,r

', out' envirosiaent and'our iulture- ..

Commlttec:

to inCuie

Rinne

T.
EIlen

6uert'Edllorl
]uliet Siniste-rra

T. Sollod
Art Directionr
Ted ltrlader:,' ,

Spitzer
Ed Jffeinstein

;i16al3,yonr;chaRce:to volirntier tiiq6 or:i&as."'tRCAD&,rencourages readtrs
to write in with thoughte,'advice" stoty ideas,':or criricism. Xfe atrsn encoorage
voluateers, since ARCADE is,Fut:tggether solely by volunteer profession*trs 

'

froro the comrnuniry Any help you can offer is gr€atly aPpreciated' Graphic
designers and photographers who wish to voluni'eer should contac.t Kurt
Volken of TMA at27!-9360. Help make ARCADE all it is intended to be;

ARCADE Magazine, 2318 Second Avenue,
Box 54 Seattle \MA 98121.
E-Mail: arcade00@msn.com
Ph: 206-4 54-5409 - Fax: 206-4 S 3-6344
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lone on a completely volunteer basis. Rhodes Masonry-Saul Golden
td Mader has been bitten bv the - Book Review-Michael Benedikt
architectural bug' and has a
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tis personal reflection and commen- - Disseminating Sustainability; The Design Resource Awards
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--Jim Emersoa
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-Bruce Donnally
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(Photo Essay)
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34 Portland :
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28 On the Boards
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-Arthur Erickson
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by Moshe Safdie and
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nature, ,so.cietal opinionsr lrrban culture, and eonte. mpo- , author. This issue does ,not iatend to,solve the problems
rary ritual. associated with the city and nature but to provide

Katherine Rinne's piece, "'Walking on Water in an outlet for the research and opinions of its writers,
Rome," examines how owater provides both a physical photographers, and readers.
and metaphorical strucrure for Rome." '$fater is not an Thank you to all of the contributing authors and to
organic form in contrast to Roman urbanity. It is utilized, everyone who volunteered hidher time and energy for
formed, and shaped by the Romans. In turn, it informs this publication.

of aqueducts, fountains, baths, and even sewers are -Juliet Sinisterra Cole
evidenceofRome,sfascinationwithwater..WaterthroughGuestEditor
the aitifice of the city defines what it means to be a

Roman.
Juliet Sinisterra Cole is an ichitect with Q:lson Sundberg

Skte lJniversity.



ARCADE welcomes succinct letters on articles. Lelters may be edited for length. Please send Letters to the Editor to
2318 Second Avenue, Box 54, Seattle, Washington 98121 . E-mail: arcade00@msn.com; include your name and
phone numbers.

Seattle Commons
I am writing in response to Doug
Kelbaugh's article "Is Seattle

Losing It?" from your Autumn
Issue. specifically his discussion

rf the Seattle Commons. My
luestion for you. Doug. is are

7ou losing it? Your editorial
:omments more closely resemble

.hose of a BOO HOO sore loser
:han of an academic professional
with a sense of responsible
ournalism.

Your analogy of a weakened

aeighborhood about to be

levoured by commercial develop-
:rs is propagandist at best. A
better analogy would be thar, for
rhe most part,.this neighborhood
was held hostage from moving
towards revitalization by the
Cornmons during its supporters'
four-year effort. First and
foremost, it is not cost effective to
improve properties that are in the
path of a bulldozer. SecondlS the
Commons bought up the mosr
rttractive leasable properties
within the neighborhood, many
:f which are now for sale.

The Commons' strategy was
:o undermine the neighborhood
:o justify its destruction. The
Sommons' supporters had more

"han their share of developers and
:ommercial entities, such as the
Seattle Times. Fisher Properties,
rnd Paul Allen. Their motives
were not strictly philanthropic 

-
-o create a "Park" for the
)ettermenr of the community
aden with wildflowers and
:hildren on swings (as rheir
narketing materials so strongly
;uggested). Let's be honest, Doug,
:he Commons Plan was a high-
;takes real-estate deal!

I do not suggest that all of
.he Commons' volunteers were
inancially motivared or had
:conomic ties to this project. Nor
lo I suggest that all of the
:oncepts within the Commons
)lan were inappropriate for the
iouth Lake Union community. I
vould suggest, however, that the
lommons Plan was basically an

:litist strategy whose message was
hat working-class neighborhoods
rnd businesses are irrelevant to
rur city.

The plan sent a strong
lirective that our mayor's office
Lnd City Council would rather
rdopt a singular concept than
:arefully consider options for
'evitalization. A directive that
vould ignore a budget that
rlready failed to adequately
,upport our existing parks. A
lirective that ignored preserva-
ion of the 33 potentially historic
,tructures within the district, and
r directive that completely
lisregarded the concept of
,ustainable design and recycling

buildings that still have a useful
life.

Unlike you, Doug, I called
representatives of the South Lake
Union P[anning Organization
(SLUPO) before writing my
editorial. There is much to
celebrate on the part of businesses

and property owners in this
neighborhood. They are currently
involved with a Neighborhood
Planning Process through the
city's Neighborhood Planning
Department and have recently
met with the Seattle Planning
Commission. The SLUPO

members that I spoke with said

businesses are thriving, property
values are up, and they are

contacted regularly by new
companies that want to move
into their area. They have a group
of volunteers that includes
architects, historians, landscape

architects, and urban planners
who are working to designate this
area as a historic district. In
addition, this same group is
helping to research grant oppor-
tunities to revitalize the neighbor-
hood through small projects that
could include parks, pedestrian
and bike corridors, etc.

Twenty-five years ago the
Pike Place Market was just as

disregarded and threatened as is

South Lake Union today.
Through the efforts of visionaries
the Market is now a cenrerpiece
of our city - full of activity and
economic vitality. The same

potential exists for the South
Lake Union District, and it will
take the same kind of commir-
ment to make that happen.

LastlS I wanr ro remind you
that with every political issue

there are winners and losers. In
this case the winners are the
voting constituency of Seattle
who twice voted NO to the
Commons Plan. The winners are

also the many volunteers from the
South Lake Union community
who, like the Commons'support-
ers, spent endless hours and
personal funds to support their
cause. These citizens also put
forth a tremendous effort, an
effort not of a "new generation,"
but thar of many generations
whose businesses have occupied
the same locations for up to 105
years. A good number of these
"winners" were small businesses

and property owners who were
forced to fight for what was
theirs to begin with.

Thank you for considering
another perspective.

Ballpark Public Art
Program
The following letter, dated 15

lanuary 1997, was fonuarded to
ARCADE courtesy of

Jack Mackie.

Joan Enticknap, Chair
ITashington State Major League

Baseball Stadium
Public Facilities Distfict

re: Ballpark Public
Art Program

Dear Ms. Enticknap
During the weeks following

the public meeting of December

17, 1996, in which the PFD
announced the art program,
certain questions have come to
light. Prior to participating in the
ballpark art program we would
appreciate receiving a reply to
these questions and concerns. The
number of questions points to
many aspects of the program that
may not have been thought
through, or that have been

implemented by people unfamil-
iar with accepted standards for
public art programs.

In your meeting it was stated
that the ballpark, while funded by
King County bonds, will not be

subiect to King County's 1'/" for
Art ordinance but will instead
follow the State's ll2"/" for Art
guidelines. While we acknowl-
edge that this may involve a

reIatively complex interprerarion
of the County's ordinance, may
we request your assisrance in
clarifying this for us? May we

also request that a copy of the
PFD Resolution or orher such
record as it exists, which commirs
the PFD to a 112"/o art program,
be forwarded to us.

In regards to the calculation
of rhe 112"h arr monies, against
which fund total will rhis 712"/.

be calculated? In the public
meeting it was srated rhat toral
monies would be in the range of
$1 million (described at the
meeting as "a line item") for the
entire art program. As the County
Council has now authorized sale

of $335 million in bonds for the
public portion of the projecr, our
calculations, using, the 1127"
formula, indicare that this will
generate a $i.68 million art
program. Is our calculation
correct?

In PFD Resolution No. 79 it
is stated thar "...rhe District
intends that a substantial funding
source for art in and around the
ballpark will be raised from
private sources...." This substan-
tial departure from nationally
accepted standards for govern-
ment required art Programs
causes us concern and questions

the authenticity of the PFD art lieu of that what does the PFD
commitment. Current requests for consider to be "preconstruction"?
private funds have placed a strain rUfhat is expected of the commis-
on this resource beyond its ability sioned artists in this phase? lfhat
to meet those requests. Adding of these funds will be directed to
the PFD ballpark art program ro the artists for their efforts? Given
this appeal will further exacerbare all that must occur for this art
this strain. Because private funds program to succeed, we are

are not guaranteed we have come concerned that this
to expect _our government to preconstruction phase may be

provide the arts funding to meet terribly underfunded for the
what is acknowledged ai the stated $1 million program.
important role that the arts play Assuming that this phase includes
in our civic srructures. Why are staffing the program. artist
the requirements for this art selection, c-onlracting, proposal
program not being met through development and some level of
theproject'sownresources? documentation/coordirrationwith

Beyond the philosophical architecture, we suggesr thar a

concerns of mixing private funds bona fide program would alloEate
and agendas into a public facility, at least twice the amounr
the practical application of currently ser aside. Civen this low
private funding raises numerous figure will all architectural and
questions. If funds are unknown engineering services and coordi-
at this time how does the PFD nation required for the artists'
propose to hire artists to creare proposals be provided by the A/E
artworks for which fabrication team without charge to the artists
funds do not exist? Will artists be or art program?
expected to change their designs ]iflhile we understand that
if sufficient fabrication funds are Resolution No. 79 stares thar
not forthcoming? I7ill the artists "...art...is most successful and
be compensated for these most cost effective to plan for its
changes? If fabrication funds are inclusion in the design process..."
secured will commission budgets we suggest that employing
be firm or will the artisr be unsecured funds does nor support
working on spec? How will this. Resolution No. 79 only
design fees be determined? If describes a process for establish-
funds are to be solicited from ing budget recommendations. It
private resources how does the does not establish an art program
PFD propose to carry our this budget. Delays that will be

solicitation? ITill the arrisrs be inherent in this process will
asked to create proposals that preclude an integrated art
will then be "shopped around" program (which was srated as this
for funding? lfill artists be program's goal) and will, unless
required to participate in fund- correcred, creare artworks similar
raising activities? ITill the artists to rhose found at Coors'Field.
be compensated for their fund- We hope the PFD is not conrem-
raising activities? If funds are to plating such an arr program.
be solicited from private sources In closing, we do applaud the
what role will those who provide PFD for taking steps to incorpo-
funds play in the selection of the rate an arrs program into the new
artists and/or the artwork? ri7ill ballpark but do feel that substan-
they supercede the artist peer tial questions remain unanswered.
panel review process? This does not dampen our

Resolution No. 79 stares rhar enrhusiasm for the opportunities
the ballpark Arts Advisory available for arrists within the
Committee will "Review re- ballpark project. Our questions
sponses to Call for Artists; select and concerns are presented to you
short list of artists to develop in an effort and spirit to create a

creative proposals, jury creative better art program than may
proposals, and recommend already be envisioned. I7e look
ranking to [the] Board." It further forward to your reply.
states that the PFD Board will
make "a decision on artists and Margi Beyers
their works." I7har role does the Nick Fennel
jury of artist peers play in the Michael Hascall
final selection of artists and their Ted Jonsson
works? \fhat role does the Ken Leback
Mariners' organization have in Gene McMahon
this process? Jack Mackie

Resolution No. 79 authorizes Virginia Pacquette
$70,000 as a "...preconstruction
budget for the art program,.," "Mr' Mackie and his group received an

May we requesr that you forward 2::l;'r::.0:"'6 
and the diatogue

to us your draft plan for the
expenditure of these monies. In

5

Ellen K. Southard
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Photos clockwise from upper
right-hand corner: 1. lnfra-red
satellite photo of Los Angeles
basin; 2. Detail of a lichen;
3. Mercer Slough Nature Park,
t'r e d it-Tru st fr n' P u bli c La n d ;

4. (Background) Center for
Urban Horticulture: Union
Bay Arboretum , crcdit-
Michacl Ptrktr.



Column o f M a n y O r d ers

Washington Park
Arboretum Completes
Master Plan
'What role do arboreta play in
urban areas? What role should
they play going into the 21st
century? How do you balance
scientific inquiry with public
recreation? Those who
manage the Washington Park
Arboretum in Seattle have
been addressing these and
other complex issues over the
last six months in an intensive

master planning effort. The
effort involved not only the
three groups that run the
Arboretum: the University of
Washington, which owns and
manages the plant collection;
the City of Seattle which owns
the land and manages the
infrastructure; and the Arbore-
tum Foundation which directs
development activity, but also
surrounding community and
user groups. Becca Hanson of
The Portico Group, the design

firm directing the master
planning effort, remarked

make the connections so that
the values that are epitomized
here can be shared by the rest
of the region." The new
master plan proposes taking
advantage of the natural
geologic and hydrologic
features of the site to organize
the plant collection and also
works to reduce the impact of
traffic on the Arboretum. The
proposed elements are esti-
mated to cost approximately
$40 million and will be going
through environmental review
with the city of Seattle
through the summer.

Sustainable
Development

tions on organizations that
build has caused the "custom-
ers" of the building industry
to request new services from
their "suppliers"-the
architects, engineers, and
contractors who design capital
proiects. Client-driven
suppliers are rising to the
challenge and a new approach
to building is emerging.

The primary focus of a
green building proiect is to
enhance environmental
quality. Environmental

Frye Aft

not a sustarn-

renewable resources is a
sustainable pattern of develop-
ment. Daylight, ventilation
cooling, and photovoltaics all
help conserve energy for use

by future generations.
Moving towards green

development can seem risky. It
is an experiment for all of us.
Using the three criteria of
environmental quality-
resource, efficiency, and
energy conservation
reality check on decisions is a
simple first step. The question
is not whether we can afford
to build sustainably but
whether we can afford not to.

-Tom Paladino
Sustainable D eu elopment
Strategies: 256-9900

that, "If the City of Seattle is Everywhere one turns these
going to become a green ciry days another reference to
with an environmental point sustainability is encountered.
of view, it must take a step The Seattle public Schools and

iH;:*::i*.i'::JJ"* :i:.:iff i:;,,T*:xi:o',
research and public outreach E;;iil;;;lt;;;;-
tool for the Universiry but it Cascadl Neighborhood is
iust hasn't been made as_ creating Neilhborhood
available as it could be. It is Sustain"able Guidelines for
time. for the Foundation to get Design R.uie* fh. Cr"ri
out into the community and Ridgl development in

Issaquah has included sustain-

Federal Credit Union, the Port and exterior pollution from
of Seattle, and other corporate building become evident in the
clients have new flagship proforma, more "customers"
o'green" buildings champion- are refusing to pay for waste.
ing their corporate philosophy. Resources such as water

Whatt going on here? Are and timber are available
these clients on to something building materials as long as

the design community needs to w'e use them at a rate lower
know about? The answer is a than it takes for them to
resounding YES! As our renew. Efficient use of
society continues to grow and renewables is a sustainable
prosper, \ile are beginning to pattern of development.
bump up against the limits of Engineered structures, recycled
growth- Air quality standards, content materials, salvage, and
tighter energy codes, and new *de-manfacturables" all
solid waste requirements all extend the cycle of renewable
are responses designed to limit materials.
the impact on our collective Energy for buildings is
natural environment. primarily based on finite

These increased restric- reserves. Conservation of non-
The Washington
Park Arboretum

,,:
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ect is much more than a
" says museum

Richard V. West.
the new faciliry the

Frye Art Museum is expand-
its role in the Northwest as

valuable resource for
oying the arts. And of

, our museum is one of
few in the country that

free to the public."
premiere exhibition,

"Two American Visionaries:
The Art of Ralph Blakelock

Elliott Dangerfield," will
on view through April 13,

9 97 . F urther information
exhibits and hours

be obtained by calling
206-622-9250.

Pacific Northwest are
niversity of Oregon gradu-

ates whose outlooks were
shaped by Professor Wallace
"Mack" Ruff. Influential for

robust sense of inquiry and
views about the design

Mack took a personal
in many of us from the

of O.
At age 83, despite bouts of

and a heart condition,
teaches in the Depart-

of Architecture and
at the University of

in Lae, Papua
ew Guinea, and documents

ve culture with the PNG
Program

Mack feels that tourism is
primary force keeping the

culture intact. A decline
traditional lifeways caused
various missionary influ-

has resulted in a loss of
old beliefs, and the
attractions of a 'Western

lifestyle lures young
people from the villages.
As a result, many
buildings have been torn
down or abandoned to
decay, and the technolo-
gies and arts have
changed. Only as the
villagers have seen that
toufism helps provide
funds for education and
goods, have they been
willing (or able) to keep
traditional lifestyles
alive.

Visiting the villages
repeatedly over decades, Ruff
and the Heritage Program
team measured and recorded
changes in their landscape,
structure, sculpture, and
ornamentation. Mack almost
single-handedly photographed
and drew the significant
ceremonial houses, sites, and
artifacts, most of which are
now gone. His wife Ruth was
at his side until her death in
1986. Her field notes and
diaries comprise an important
part of the materials.

I was in Lae with Mack in
-1,994 to lecture at Unitech and
to begin planning an exhibit of
his work which will travel in
that part of the South Pacific.
I briefly shared his tropical
lifestyle, including bugs that
seemingly appear from
nowhere to collect on food-
stuffs, the wind-thumping
sounds of fruit bats heard
during late-evening tropical
rains, and the distinction of
standing a head taller than
everyone else. If you'd care for
a sneak preview of the exhibit
before it ships, contact me, Jan
Coleman, at The Portico
Group (206)448-6506.

Here is where to reach
Mack-he would love to hear
from ex-students, friends, or
interested parties:

Professor Wallace Ruff
c/o Margaret Constable,
Heritage Program Director
School of Architecture and
Building University of
Technology
Lae, Papua New Guinea

-lan Coleman

The Urban Land
lnstitute
Visits Bellevue
This past October, the Urban
Land Institute (ULI) visited
Bellevue in an intensive
one-week workshop designed
to evaluate Bellevue's develop-
ment strategies. The ULI is a
non-profit research and
educational organization that
promotes leadership respon-
sive to land and the environ-
ment. They initiate research
that anticipates emerging land
use trends and proposes
creative solutions, and
they conduct programs and
forums to encourage an open
exchange of ideas.

Co-sponsored by the City
of Bellevue and the Bellevue
Downtown Association, the
ULI panel toured the city, met
with conference sponsors, and
interviewed dozens of key
people who live and work in
Bellevue. The panel, composed
of experts from a variety of
fields including developers,
planners, landscape architects,
financial experts, and
maketing analysts, spent the
following day and a half
formulating recommendations
which were presented to both
the sponsors and the public.
The final written report was
issued in January. The ciry will
use the report as a tool to
direct future development
decisions.

Beauty in Utility-Design
of the Practical'
Located in the Seattle Asian
Art Museum in Volunteer Park
is a small but wonderful
section devoted to functional
everyday objects of the recent

Japan-ese past, such as door
locks, lamps, and utensils,
amongst other objects. The
section is entitled "Yo no Bi"
and is eloquently described as:
"beauty in utility." It refers to

those in ordinary

that evoke a for the grace-
ful fulfillment function, or
the things that
working of the
simplest form,

by the

works of

achieves directly
without forcing to
accommodate tion. It is
an aesthetic that
ordinary objects
art worthy of our
These are the that
become the arts the com-

exrstence
attention
color and

mon people
in utility.

"Yo" in Ja
function or
"yo no bir" as

grace that
made in a

t attract our
their beauty of

the things

aesthetic

beauty

means

In its

works

and
uty in

utility, speaks of natural

though
perhaps ous, response
to human
beauty in

spirit of

There is no apparent style
that connect$ these obiects,
rather an underlying sense of
qualiry hunrilitS and appro-
priateness.' Yet this small
collection has so much to
teach us today. \7hen we are
surrounded by products that
are designed to shout for our
attention, exist for the sake of
difference, bombard our souls
with insensitivity, and add to
the increasing visual pollution
that surrounds us, yo no bi
comes as a breath of fresh air.
An old way of designing for a

world that needs a new way.

- Dauid Ryan

contact us by E-Mail:
arcadeO0@msn.com

for one vear (foLrr issues) of idcrs. t-r'ents. and info abour
architt'cture:rnd dcsign in rhc norrhrvcst.
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the follolving sunmarizes a I'orm or

practice and a raethod oi teaching

that explore the spatial relation-

ships among arehitectural theory,

practicer &rrd cultural lvork. this

applieatj-on consists ol two ele-

ments: (1) a public design installa-

tion and , (2) stud,ent lvork completed

during interdisciplinary urban de-

sign studios conducted. irom 1992

until- L994. The installati-on rvas

exhibited in Spokane Cit;: Ha1l in

(1) Spokane City Hall Design lnstallation
This temporary public installation stemmed from my interest in
exploring architecture as a theoretical practice of spatially
framing perceptions and closing a gap between seeing and
touching. lt was designed and constructed in collaboration with
Spokane artist Richard Schindler. Steve Rainville, a former
student and now an architect living and working in Seattle, also
assisted in the design conceptualization.

The installation demonstrated how apparent opposites-inside
and outside spaces, imported and exported practices-are
enfolded and beneficially contaminate each other. The exhibit
space, its design elements, and found artifacts were chosen for
their referential qualities. The objects and spatial arrangements
represented ideas about Spokane's urban culture and drew
parallels between the interior and exterior city.

Why raise awareness about dichotomous relations in Spokane?
ln a dichotomous relationship, two parts make the whole. These
relationships can be found in any city, but are not often in the
foreground of public attention. ln perceiving the two-fold nature
of the city, the public might better understand the cost and
benefits of the choices it makes.

The installation established an interior space of literal and
perceptual framings and openings. Creative references to the
outside world from within City Hall challenged visitors to
consider elements and artifacts drawn from the city, its sites and
its spaces, as expressions of its culture.

lnside/Outside: (lmage 1) Operable louvers on the clerestory
panels provided openings and framed views of space, objects,
and people in the gallery. ln this manner, the louvers became a
metaphor for the entire installation. They provided a frame of

en

I'iovember and -ecember or L994.
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Pe rc e pt ton/ ,l,c t i on :

reference to the past and presented an opening for the discus-
sion of contemporary urban issues and relationships.

PasUPresent: (lmage 2) ln Spokane's Steam Plant Alley,
industry and history coincide like paranormal worlds, with
today's abandonment and civic neglect characterizing this
haunting and blighted linear cut through the city.
Steam Plant Alley is the location of social deviance and illicit
behavior. lt is a place of ominous secrets that have lurked like
dark and toxic underground clouds beneath the city. Prostitu-
tion, drug activity, physical abuse, and civic neglect characterize
its spaces. Subterranean waste oil spilled from Steam Plant
holding tanks has silently oozed north from the plant below the
alley and rail line, toward the historic Davenport Hotel, creating
a "Brownfield" inhibiting inner-city revitalization. This framing
presented Spokane's Steam Plant Alley as a cultural artifact of
Spokane's faded past and provided a critical opening into the
city's contemporary secrets and unspoken truths.

Frame/Scatter: (lmage 3) This couple toured the natural
western landscape sometime in the '1950s. This image, found in
Spokane's Hillyard neighborhood at the edge of town, repre-
sents the beginning of an unprecedented period of cultural
excursions into nature, inner-city abandonment, and sprawl that
has scattered the city and its cultural framework.

Nature/Culture: (lmage 4) Spaces, surfaces, and paths in the
inner city provide a cultural framework for human nature.

Mask/Reveal: This is one of three angle-iron frames that
supported and framed louvered leaded-glass clerestory panels.
These historic (1901) artifacts were revealed, and rescued from
demolition, during the remodeling of a turn-of-the-century
storefront in the downtown.

The clerestory panels are architectural elements of material
culture and urban history. This framing references the concealed
and lost historic fabric of downtown Spokane. Today historic
architecture remains hidden by facade "improvements" or has
been demolished to provide surface parking for the 1974
World's Fair in Spokane.

experlence of the installation l'"as framed by ele-(rnage 5 ) Ihe viewer's

ments and. found artifacts such as the industrial steel plate remnants found. in a steel fab

on Sprague Stree in Spokane. the plates represent mod.ern industry, utilityr polver, and preeision. Ihe

shape s h plate that screen, shape, and frame viel'vs suggest the various l'rames of nind. that

and cultural action. te makes obvious reference to chainsaw blades.ptionerce
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Art/Life: Modern Art has

emoprovided various
tions of the value of collage as

a perceptual tool. The tech-
nique of collage developed
from the desire to establish a
direct link between the abstract
and the corporeal, or rathel
the "art" within the picture
frame and the real world
outside of the frame. The
spatial range of collage-making
may be represented by the
two-dimensional papier colles
of Picasso and the three-
dimensional Corner-Reliefs of
V. Tatlin. Both artists directly
addressed the dichotomy
between art and life, and
attempted to close the gap
between these apparent
opposites.

ln my studio courses, the
collage exercise involved
conducting an analysis and
representation of an existing
urban condition in the North-
western United States. Stu-
dents explored how city
elements and materials are
embedded with and express
meaning. The methodology for
the work was open-ended, but
i ncluded grafting, montage,
scaling, assemblage, and the
use of found or ready-made
objects, elements, and materi-
als. The use of various materi-
als led to an exploration of
intentions, composition, and
signification. Emphasis was
placed on "reading" th,
physical qualities of the
relying on and thinking

e
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John I1 . rrbe11, rrlrt is an rrssistant
Prol'essor ol .rrrchltecture at Washing-
ton State Unlversityts Interd.iscipli-
nary i,esign Instltute in Spokane.

Collage llorks - by students (j.n authors
courses )

Inage 7 : lTancJ CLark-Brol'rn r WSU r

Brrch 1992

Inage 8: lodd Vedelago, YSU, Brl.rch L992

Inage 9: Steye Ra1nyille, }lSU, Blrch 1994

Inage 10: llaoko Akasaka, WSU,

3 Int les l-994
Collaborating *d.junct Prolessor
of Interj.or iesignl Lorrinda
Silverste i.n

Photograph Credits
rrlI ?hotographic Images bJ/ author except
the i'olloning:

Image 2 : Author unkno!-rn-orlginal image
taken irom sllde purchased at a Barage
sale b; author. i'iodilied bJ author.
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Early this past November, approximately 250 landscape architects, public artists, architects,
historians, and writers met for the "watershed event"-The Designed Landscape Forum.
Inaugurated by Peter Walker, FASLA, and James Trulove, the premise was to establish an

rpen dialogue for criticism of designed landscapes and to promote design and understand-
ng of important works through discussion.

George Hargreaves, ASLA, chaired the two-day conference and also served as facilitator

'or the exchange. Over 250 projects from around the world were submitted to stimulate

liscussion. Four panels were established to focus on criticism and review of the selected

trojects. The first panel, or "the critics," consisted of John Beardsley, a writer, who initiated
:he concept of autopsia and criticism in the profession; James Corner, Associate Professor of

-andscape Architecture and Regional Planning at the University of Pennsylvania; Elizabeth

Vleyers, Associate Professor of Landscape Architecture at the University of Virginia; and

Vlarc Treib, a professor, lecturer and author on the subjects of architecture, landscape

trchitecture, and graphic design. The remaining three panels critiqued the submitted

lrojects. These panels included notable designers and artists Chritophe Girot, Doug Hollis,

Vlary Miss, Ricardo Legorreta, Laurie Olin, Adele Naude Santos and Martha Schwartz.

dens by Lorna Jordan, a large-
scale earthwork that incorpo-
rates storm water treatment
systems and wetland enhance-
ment with garden rooms and
sculptural elements.

Of all the projects dis-
cussed at the conference;
Waterworks Cardens (see also
"Art for Nature's Sake," in this
issue) stimulated the greatest
amount of discussion. Follow-
ing the conference, I spoke
with Lorna Jordan about her
project and any revelations she

as a designer may have
experienced through the
process of criticism and self-
evaluation. Jordan was quick to
point out that her project

for itself. Since the dedication
of the project last June, the
director of the treatment plant
has been besieged by calls

from couples interested in
holding their marriage ceremo-
nies in the garden. Reinforcing
the magnitude of the project,
Waterworks Cardens is fea-
tured in the January issue of
Lan dscape Arch itectu re

magazine.
Asahistorian, lwas

inspired by the process of the
conference-a structu re that
encouraged participation.
Never in my experience of
working in the world of the
"built environment" had I

engaged with such a balanced

t

+ ! a

- I a

Themes of discussion were
broad and would be difficult to
sufficiently summarize. ln my
opinion the most obvious of
the arguments included: (1)

the role of nature in society;
(2) the contrast between
formal landscape and natural
evolution of a place; (3) at
what point do we most
adequately evaluate the
success of a place-at the
inception of design or over
time? (4) the conflict between
solving pragmatic problems
while creating inspirational
experiences; and (5) can you
experience a place without
seeing it for yourself?

Of the 250 projects
submitted to the Forum,
projects by local designers
included the Mountains to
Sound Creenway by Jones &

.JrtaiI+ trruin oI l:})d
ELLCN SOUTHARD

shared the goals of the Forum group of cross-disciplinary
in that it was collaborative in professionals. The diversity of
nature. She worked extensively the projects discussed en-
with an interdisciplinary design hanced the considerations of
team that integrated the the relative nature of the work
functional concerns (treating and the possibilities or limita-
storm water, utilizing native tions of geography. The Forum
plants, and enhancing a more than met my expecta-
wetland) with aesthetic and tions of support for intellectual
community concerns (creating development and exposure to
a publicly accessible and works outside our region.
aesthetically pleasing site with For more information
five garden rooms). The about the Designed Landscape
objective of the project, Forum (DLF), contact Director
located at the King County Norrie Clark at (510) 848-
East Division Reclamation Plant 4367. A book about the Forum
in Renton, was to stimulate a and the projects discussed will
sensory experience between be published this Spring. The
man and water, and reverence January issue of Landscape
for nature in an industrial Architecture contains a feature
setting. ln addition to Jordan, article by John Beardsley
an artist, the design team describing the event.
included Dave Voigt of Brown
& Caldwell Engineers; and
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Jones, a project that protects Crant Jones, Kent Scott, and
the scenic, working and Paul Sorey of Jones & Jones.

recreational area along the I-90 Jordan's own evaluation of
corridor; Longacres Park by her project led to the following
Peter Walker, a wetlands and questions: Does this work
forest restoration through integrate art, nature, and
formal landscape commis- technology? How well is it
sioned by Boeing; the Los unified? Does it function,
Angeles River Creenway by create habitat and achieve
Murase Associates, a concep- aesthetic? Does this place

tual design for a greenway move people? Does the visitor
development along a concrete appreciate the mysteries and
channel of the Los Angeles cycles of water? The public's
River; and Watepyorks Car-

ies [Gk act of seeing with one's own eyes, fr aut + opsis sight, fr
psethai to be going to

E[[en Southard has a

B.A. in History and
provides research and

marketing services for
the A/E community.

Formerly with Anderson

Koch & Smith and Otson/
Sundberg Architects, she

formed her own consult-
ing firm Communica-

tions Marketing Studio

in 1995.
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Sculpting with a bulldozer
and painting utith plant ma-
terials are still fairly unusual
dpprodches to the mak-ing
of art-euen public art.
Yet, within a 20-minute drive
from downtown Seattle, three of
the most impressive examples of
these sculptures of nature exist:
Herbert Bayer's and Robert Mor-
ris' earthworks of the late 1970s
and early 1980s in Kent; and
Lorna Jordan's recent Water-
works Cardens in Renton. ln the
these works relate to the viewer as

tures, dealing primarily with shapes

Jordan's is far more narrative,
viewer's sequential e

It is particularly i

more than 15 years si

power-ful presence, th
later a sense of awe and

The Bayer earthwork was
detention basin to control the
Mill Creek Canyon resulting from land
waters which can accumulate during a

functionalearthwork's ability to meet this

berry brambles and the under-
brush took over, the King
County Arts Commission initi-
ated a major effort this year to
return the sculpture to its origi-
nal conception. Working in con-
sultation with Morris, changes
have been made to improve ac-

cess to the site.

e Bayer and Morris,
minimalist sculp-

hips, while
rough the

a flood water
of run -off into
and from flood

storm. (The

was success-

as a small

fully tested last year when the entire d was completely
submerged.) The sculpture covers 2.5 acres. De-
scribed by Bayer, it consists of a " large, undulating reten-
tion berm, closing the canyon, and a , connected bya
bridge and walkway leading over a mound to the
other side of the
viewing p latform

valley.

. ln the
it from the road below, you have no sense of the

both ominous and arresting, that stretches out
viewing area above. The work occu pies a

once an active gravel pit. At the top of
a parki ooks a terraced slope on which
installed sawed-off trees of varying

heights, ranging from They are coated with
a blackened material remin Below this slope is a

series of steep, concentric, inverted -ringed terraced slopes with
ladder-like structures which would allow a person to descend to
the bottom.

Unlike Bayer, who wanted his work to be purposeful and plea-
surable, Morris does not feel that it is the artist's obligation-where

the higher elevations,
one ring mound,
and one pond wi at
On top of the large
elongated (elliptical)

berm. "

There are walkways that lead and natu-
ral formations so that it is experienced a variety of vantage
points. Even so, in the mind's eye, you never lose sight of the whole,
truly makingthe sum greaterthan the parts- The double ring mound
with water in the center and between the rings conveys a sense of
simultaneous mystery and serenity. Were it not for the small con-
crete retention walls along the pathway. you might think the whole
affair was the result of a freak natural act or the work of extrater-
restrials or some ancient peoples. This poetic design, well main-
tained by the Kent Parks Department, has aged well. lt is a rare
jewel of a place.

Robert Morris' earthwork is currently undergoing restoration.
Allowed to deteriorate for many years duri:ng which the black-

the site has been sullied through technological or industrial acts-
to erase the evidence of man's abuse. Upon creation of the work,
Morris stated: "Some will want to know what it 'means.' To this I

can only reply that the distinctive difference of art, what marks it
off from all other forms of human activity, is that it does not seek

control through explanation. lt offers the freedom to experience
and question-an opportunity the audience may not always wel-
come. " Morris is most concerned with the singular experience of

14
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this place as a work of art. While
its relationship to nature is far l

from incidental, for Morris that
is hardly what matters. To the
viewer, Morris' earthwork has

the quality of an ancient artifact.
ln an odd way, the steep ladders

and inverted terraces call to mind

the step pyramids of Egypt or the

Mayan ruins of Coba or Chichen
Itza.

Like Bayer, Lorna Jordan is

concerned with art serving both
nature and man. Waterworks
Cardens unabashedly illustrates,

through the metaphor of a large-

scale flowering plant, the process

of storm water treatment and
recycling. Unlike either the Bayer

or Morris work, Jordan's is ex-
perienced piece by piece. lt is

designed to be viewed as a se-

ries of garden rooms. Where
Bayer and Morris rely primarily
on sculpted earth and minimal
plant material, Jordan introduces

clearly rnan-made elements and

elaborate plants, shrubs, and
trees as integral parts of the
whole. ln contrast to these ear-
lier works, Jordan's relies on the
course of nature to complete it.

Her design anticipates the
change that growth will bring to
the overall experience of place.

A fully matured landscape will
alter the sense of scale, the views

and even the quality of light. This natural evolution will seam the

somewhat disparate parts into a more cohesive whole.
The "knoll" with its basalt columns and quartzite and pebble

paving and steel-grated channel is the main entry to the site. While
it affords an expansive view of the site, this particular portion is

the least effective and feels the most forced. As you make your
way down the hill, you come upon the "grotto" with its pools,

fountain, craggy shotcrete walls, mosaic paving of beach pebbles

and recycled granite and marble, and soon to be grown in ever-
green plantings and mosses. As contrived as it might seem at first,
you are quickly overcome with delight as it weaves a spell of civi-
lizations past. You can imagine in future years this dank environ-
ment being a quiet and protected refuge. The crushed red gravel

walkway looks like a grosgrain ribbon weaving through a tapestry.
The various plants chosen for their color, height, texture, and role
in water recycling will ultimately give this living artwork a lushness

and immediacy.
iordan's goal was to reveal the natural processes involved in

storm water recycling and bring the viewer in contact with what is
normally hidden from view. She abhors contemporary culture's dis-

connection from nature and wants people to be more conscious of
their relationship to the environment. She wants "Waterworks

Cardens" to be a place people will visit again and again. lts ongo-
ing evolution achieved by the change of seasons, time of day, and
weather will make it a place people can come repeatedly and for-
ever experience it for the first time.

1 l-ll,'tt \,,//r,,/ ri .trt trti<t .trt,l
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I remember vividly, back when I was still over on the main

campus, the day I received a lovely and colorful e-mail

introduction to my new workplace-to-be at Red West.

My day brightened when I learned that I would soon be

working very close to a marvelous but mysterious some-

thing called "The Water Feature. "

Well, l've been at Red West since December of 1995, and

The Water Feature has not been a disappointment in any

way, shape, or form. For one thing, it's called The Water

Feature. And it lives up to its namel lt has plenty of
water-trickling, splashing, bubbling, and, in certain

places, just sitting there (not stagnantly, but tranquilly).

Sometimes it has ducks, too, but I wonder if they are

aware that they are hardly noodling around in just any

pond, but are, in fact, partaking in an actual Water

Feature. Probably not.

lndeed, I wonder if many of my Red West colleagues are

sufficiently enchanted by, and appreciative of, Our Dear

Water Feature-and, of course, above all, its mellifluous

name. I love the way The Water Feature begins, bubbling

out of the nipple of a big, round rock, like the Mother-of-
All Water Features (which it undoubtedly is). Then it runs,

care-freely, down past the Euro-Ski Chalet Cafeteria, and

pauses briefly to puddle up and collect its strength before

flowing on (with help, of course, from the Mini-Baby
Water Feature, which joins it from just left of the front
doors of the cafeteria). Merrily, The Water Feature flows

under a "bridge" or two and into another duck/goose
pond (where a white thing lurks in the middle-perhaps,
eventually, a fountain? I certainly hope so!). And then
The Water Feature builds up momentum, like a salmon

swimming downstream, to reach its climax-its Crand

Finale, if you will-down by Building E. (l'm assuming

that there's a similarly dramatic underground uphill
journey of which we are blissfully unaware, so that The

Water Feature can endlessly recycle and renew itself-a
kind of Water Feature Circle of Life, if you will.)

Never before have I considered myself a Water Feature

Enthusiast. But, boy, am I a convert nowl That being the
case, I just want to say that I find The Water Feature

a joy, with a nice personality, and always fun to be

around. I hope everyone at Red West treasures it (and its
catchy moniker) half as much as I do.

Jim Emerson is tbe Editor of Microsoft's Cincmania
and a Water Feature Entbusiast.

Microsoft Red West "Water Feature,

Designed By Murase Associates
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Jordan's goal was to reveal the

natural processes involved in

storm water recycling and

bring the viewer in contact
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Makah Naion, Neah Bay. WA

0ccidental Park, Seattle, WA

by Grant Jones

Nrrunr rs rxe Kev

Only one thing brings people of all ethnic groups and regions
together: Nature. Nature is not some vague, atmospheric value.
Nature is places-like rooms in the house of the Earth.

Mount Adams, WA

Sleeping Lady, lnterior

the lan{uage of biore{ionalism and

spn ite of
I

I
Planning

Sleeping Lady C&HC, Leavenworth, WA

Tne Rrnury or Rral Plecrs
There is great potential in understanding these places-reading
their landscape language, including the inhabitants of these
places.

Camp Nor'wester, WA

Yakima River Basin, WA

Narunel Henrrece Tounrsrur

Tourism can educate us about places, engender respect, gener-
ate local income, and save places. This kind of collective stew-
ardship can be an alternative to growth management and
regulatory planning.

Wasxrr.rcroru Srarr Ecorounrsm Srnerecy
The focus of the plan is to develop regional strategies for nature-
and culture-based tourism focused on Washington State's rich
diversity of bioregions.

Willapa Bay, WA

Pioneer Square, Seattle WA
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Skamania Lodge, Skamania, WA.

REsorunrrr'rc wrrH PLACES

By seeing and listening, designers can design buildings which
resonate with places and recharge them with new energy.

Pucr Exrlrplrs
Sleeping Lady Retreat Center and Cene Coulon Beach Park are
a superb examples which tell the story of a particular bioregion
Skamania Lodge and The Columbia Corge lnterpretive Center
are other exciting examples of the kind of Regional Cateways
that Seattle sorely needs to introduce visitors to Cascadia's
incomparable place-based treasures.

Sleeping Lady Retreat and Conference Center
Sleeping Lady is a mountain resort and conference retreat
sequestered on 67 acres of valley woodland beside lcicle Creek
near Leavenworth, Washington.

Named after the mountain profile overlooking the center,
Sleeping Lady provides a serene setting for business and educa-
tional meetings away from everyday distractions and features
over 10,000-square-feet of meeting space and accommodations
for up to 180 guests.

According to Harriet Bullitt, "The mission of Sleeping Lady is

to provide a conference retreat where nature, arts, music,
outdoor recreation, and healthful dining inspire the imagination
of all guests, while encouraging responsibility toward preserving
the environment. "

Sleeping Lady's bioregional architecture highlights its beauti-
ful setting and focuses attention on one theme: harmony with
our naturalworld. Awards: 1995 AIA National Energy Conserua-
tion Award.

Moments of sight are like pulses of light and arouse the skin
to open like gates. The land holds its own sweet harmonies
tight....Places are not interchangeable, but ideas can migrate.

Gene Coulon Beach Park, Renton, Washington
Together with the Renton community, Jones & Jones developed
a unique park which satisfies current and future recreational
needs. One-third of the Gene Coulon Beach Park is dedicated to
intensive recreational activity. The remai n in g two-thi rds offer
quieter, more isolated moments along walkways and nature trails
near a revitalized salmon stream.

Awards: "The lnhabited Landscape," one of nine projects
selected nationally for exhibition by the Architectural League of
New York; Honor Award, "Excellence on the Waterfront,,, The
Waterfront Center, Washington, D.C.; Honor Award, Seattle
Chapter, American lnstitute of Architects; Merit Award, Ameri-
can Society of Landscape Architects.

Grant Jones is a Senior Principal at Jones (t Jones Architects
and Landscape Architects, PSC.

All photograpbs are courtesy of Jones (r Jones witb the
exctption of Sleeping Lady Interior and Sleeping Lady C 6 RC,
courtesy of Micbael Shopenn Pbotography

Cascadia is an

interconnected

Columbia Rivg1.Sgggflg

Sleeping Lady C & HC, Leavenworth, WA

tapestry of

places and basins

nested together
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by Jim Nicholls
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, carved in
entrance, one ls

to "The Woods
" in the Capilano

West
British Columbia,

d by Bill Pechet.
The columbaria rest

y in the eternal
a West Coast forest. A

repository for
funerary urns, they sit in a
cedar shadow, a place of
meditation. A remnant
of second-growth firs and
cedars has been transformed
into a sacred grove, a grove
which to venerate the dead
and, ultimately, nature.

Layers of rock walls,
niches, and columbaria are

woven through the vertical
trunks of the forest, spiraling
off the remains of a massive
first-growth cedar stump. Like
a nurse log in the primal forest
that creates the next
generation's growth, the stump

stands at
woods,

They
the place,
of ivy

Col

evocatr
open-ended

n

,l

of the
walls

ln

rock

"Th

re fu

of

are a

to

the

random order, the stone walls

Containment by the trees

of the columbaria are

Closure and spatial
are affected through the

underbrush creates a
site and a forced

of the "rooms"
of "The

v contrasts
graveslte

ihe columbaria.
experience of

the growth
most

Apparently in a state of

located in relation to the
existing grove of trees and
stump. A break in the wall
filled by a cedar, and it is
unclear which came first.

interplay of forest and stone
work.

n costle, the

ceftorn

fesence... ' '

stone at

P

y, the cer-

t,

\X/ith that

Colum
View

John glossc
conodion

InOSS

of
municipal project,

chose by Erik Lees,
Parks Manager with the

of 'West Vancouver
Department. "The
" was conceived as both and

a place of mourning and as a
public park. Its conception
speaks of an enlightened client
willing to undertake a poetic
investigation of a profound

'Woods." It
to the openness
portion of the
design looks inward
focusing on the intimate,

"natufe. "
Each columbarium-

derived from the Etruscan

the implied centrality of the
first growth stump. The walls,
like the trees, circle the stump,

word "bird" or
"dovehouse"

-holds 
the

urns of 56
people in the
same space
typically
occupied by
one gravesite.
By doing so,

creatlng a

shifting
geometry. The
flow is broken
with eddies
and sanctuaries
of repose. The
layout is one of
multiple
centers and

the program responds to the
need for increased density and
reduced interment costs,

points of view.
Like a Japanese garden, it

conspicuously lacks a domi-
nant axis and panoramic
views. Instead, select vignettes
are alternately revealed and
concealed. "The 

.Woods" 
is

composed of independent
scenes, the path a linked
sequence of changing pros-
pects. The emphasis on natural
metaphors and microcosms
encourages wandering and
contemplation.

The rock walls oscillate
between being a ruin of some
forgotten ritual and the
unfinished construction site of
a future chapel. River rock
rubble walls and their roman-
tic overtures are contrasted

issues in most urban
It also addresses a

in the percentage of the
being cremated,

y 70 percent in British

punctuated with the
of precast concrete

roof-like, these
ments provide an

ty for
ofl,lnterpretatron
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suggestlng shelter.
They are the forms
of human rest. Q
being and becoming, of the
complete and incomplete, are
raised.

The landscape occupies a

shifting point in an eternal
cycle, an evocative metaphor
placing human frailty in the
context of the natural order of
life. An essay in permanence
and impermanence is made in
the contrast between the rock
walls and the decaying stump,
between concrete and growing
trees. The artificial and
geometric are used to heighten
the experience of the natural.

The general is punctuated
by the particular. Large moves
and systems are relieved by the
intimate and individual. At
several points the overall
vocabulary pauses and a

counterpoint is inserted in the
form of a unique move of
wrought iron or cast concrete,

garden. These pools of reflect-
ing water bring the sky to
earth, direct the downward
gaze upwards, and so provide
the only release possible from
a site bounded by an over-
grown underbrush of salal and
huckleberries, stone walls, and
towering cedars. The act of

an

ally
filling
Urns
engrav
ls rootrng

oscillote between being o ruin of so
rituol ond the unfinish6d constructio
uture chopel.

a framed vista, or contempla-
tive bench.

The forest twilight is

broken by shafts of light.
Water collects in precast
concrete pools resembling the
ritual water basins of Japanese
gardens and the abandoned
birdbaths of an overgrown

mourning is relieved, and a

connection to heaven is made.
The fading light, the flicker of
a reflection on water in the
shadow, heightens the expect-
ant stillness of the moment.
The transience of nature and
time calms the soul and
connects individual grief to a

allows for small
filled with meme
flowers. Families
miniature gardens
to their loved ones.
columbaria are
vated, and
accumulating.
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Allphotos by Bill
Site model shows
project

Bill Pechet is a
based Designer. In
his commissions haue
a bouse and stables in
Southlands, a major
interior on Robson
Stephanie Robb, a Pu
Installation on Coal .

and d set design for t
Monaco Ballet. His
often colldboratit,e
poetic.

Jim l,licholls is a
Industrial Design
tecture at the
Washington. Wbil',
was a Teaching
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I have to admit that I lvas mesmer-

ized by the images that were mailed

to me recently by my pal Ben in

Boston. Partly it was because he'd

meant rhcm to bc just like the

cartoons in the paper where you're

supposed t,r fintl ". . .at least six

differences." Those puzzles are so

obvrous that the only challenge to

me rs to see h<>w iast I can spot all

six. But damn it if sometimes I

can't quite spot the sixth one,

wherc Dirnhulh's hair is different or

his arm is movcd. Ben mearrt his

images to tirunt n1e that way-
same sizt' rrrd shapc as the car-

toons, one on top of the other. The

instant I looked at the prints I knew

that one was a photograph and one

was completely digital. I just

qouldn't tell which was which, not

for rhe longest time. The images

were two perspectives of the new ,,

design studios at MIT; ofle o pf€-. ::

construction rendering, the other a

that American architects who were

anxious to mimic their European

counterparts in the 'teens sold

Modern Architecture to the

American public as being more

economical than'traditional'
architecture, and their clients have

never let them forget it^ Now
they're promoring CADD the same

way, so wh,v shouldn't their clients

expect even more for even less?

After all, there are just three

keystrokes between here and

reality.

So it's not surprising that Ben's

magic images cut both ways. They

no doubt signify an historic

corrclusion to the quest for
verisimilitude in artificial perspec-

tive. It began in the 11th Centurn

when Muslim physicist Alhazen

(lbn Al-Haitham) formulated the

optical basis for perspective in his

theory of optics, Kitab al Manazir;

which Roger Bacon, John Pecharn

and Witelo cited in their 13th

Century reatises on optical theory.

Drawing from these, Brunelleschi

proposed his 1Sth Century

geometric sl*stem, out of which

Alberti cr.vstallized D ella P ittura,

the first system for establishing

'artificial' perspective. Since

Alberti, the question has not heen

how to artificially construct

'reality', bur how to adroitly

abstract its representation so as to

offer a vierver an appropriate

illusion of reaiism. Not any more.

Ben's magic are

rvould not be the book, but the

magazine, with its incessant

subsritutron of image for imagina-

tion, that irrevocably debased the

architecture Victor Hugo yearned

to pre$erve. METROPOLITAN

HOME, quelle horreur! ARCHI-
TECTURAL RECORD, mon Dieu!

I don't believe anyone today,

whether they are

academics, practitio-

ners or laypersons,

would dispute that

our impressions of

architecture are

conditioned almost

solely by its repre-

sentation in photo-

graphs in mass

circulation maga-

zines. I have observed too many

architects arguing about the

minutia of a building that none has

visited to believe otherwise. And I

don't have to tell you how clients

carry the magazines irround like

they are next to Cospel. If we have

come to believe that we can

understand architect ure bv viewing

photographs of huildings, imagine

how- convinced we'll be when we

and our editors have Ben's trick
software at our fingertips. Until

now, magazines have only had the

capahility to distcrrt represcntafi()ns

of architecture, not the capability io
invenr them. Open Ben's little box

and the temptation to dither will be

irresistible. lVe'll be simulta-

neously parry and witness to the

digital, rather than the Iiterary,

death of architecture. Victor Hugo,

R.l.P. Brunelleschi,lvhat a fool!

post-c(rnstruction photograph.

Every nuance of color, texture,

lighting, shadow, and reflectance

was exirctly the same. Exactly.

Score onc for Ben and his new

digital enterprise.

Until that moment, digital

imirging, ii you exclude the

prt'p,rstt'r,,usly expensive Holly-
wood sel upt. had seemed to me t(,

be another software shaggy dog

srory. You know whattr mean. In

thc movics you see where the

herorne strokes the keyboardthree

timcs, whereupo-q eighty-eight

teEa€a:zillion calculations are

processed in one-half second (on a

PowerBook), as she navigates

fhrough a run-time, fully rendered,

3-D., interactive simulacrum of Dr.

Doom's nuclear power'core. This

after you've spenr half a day trying

to force XYZCad to get the

doorpulls to line up with the

cabinets in a kitchen remodeling

perspective that will look sadly like

a '50s gouache renderiag when

you're done. Until I received Ben's

images, the only reality I could see

in 'Virtual Reality' was that

proponents of it were spending

stupendous amounts of money and

Lament on a

tinrc gcncrating truly awful

tlrpictions of places that purported

to herrr e rcscmblance to something

\\'c'\'c sccn or imagined. Hogwash.

Ths,'re virtual only if your frame

of rcicrcnec for reality is a video

gil lll('.

[3cn's irnages changed that for
nr(. lr (l(,(\n't matter if rhe one

.lrgrt.rl pt rrpective cost the price of
11 crlr to produce. Soon enough it
$,on't. V'h:rt maftered was that

thcrc. in mv hand, w'as the evidence

that digital representation could

look sufficiently like the ineffable

collagc oi in'rpressions that we have

heretoforc known as 'reality', that

it coultl legitirrately qualify for the

rnantlc 'virtual'. And it mattered

that thc brave nel digital world

hrrd finrrllv clelivered on one of its
cgrcgiotrslr over-hyped and long

ovcrtlLrc pronrises. Totally tubular,

l'r rlr.r1.. l,y the Itillennium
tlrcn. r.rnk end file architects will
hevc rhc rc\oLrrces to digitally

f cl)f cse ltr rhcrr proiects w.ith some

nl('ir\rrrr of ve risimilitude, rather

rlr.rrr l,r rlr, rr.ln, eerily vain imag,es

Ir, \,rl(nr r,,tlrry. Perhaps even a

icn rii rhcr:r u'ill comprehend that

I l)( rt)()\( 1.,,u crful use of these tools

l,r r,rr u rll 1,, ro avoid attempting

r crisinrilirL:clc altogether, to instead

cru.rrc irrr.rgcs that stoke the

Perhaps some

Digital Toolki

that the

Pandora

knows that

uttered to a cl

project foreveQ

same when J
his first'virtual' digi-rendering?

Two thumbs up, my man . , .or two
thumbs doi,r,n and sayonara?

That's the risk of presenting

architcctura[ 'reality' on a platter
(or should I say disk). Remember

Keystroke

LARRY ROUCH

Prologue
We understand from Vasari

that Michelan gelo's father
beat him for desiringto be an architect, thinkingthe profession unworthy of
his family. Brunelleschi was intended by his father to enter Law. tnstead he

went to Rome with Donatello at the age of 25 to study architecture, selling a

farm to provide funds. When these were depleted he took up gem-settingto

maintain himself. Bramante was not able to visit Rome until the age of 50,

when he had saved enough to settle there soley to study. Falconetto spent 12

years studying ruins, living by working for other painters 2 to 3 days a week.

He and the others, including Raphael, Alberti, Peruzzi, and Fribolo, studied
architecture by sketching buildings in the early mornings, before they left to
fulfill their obligations as apprentices to various crafts and trades.

"[Falconetto]. . .and to the end that each of us might have drawings of every

work, we did not copy the same thing on the same day, but different ones,

and when night came we copied each other's drawings for the purpose of
savingtime, and also to advance our studies; nor did we ever breakfast in the

morning, except on what we ate while standing, and that very frugally."

Brunelleschi's love for beautiful old
things was so intense that on one

occasion, when he was told by

Donatello of an antique marble vase

at Cortona, he rushed off there from

Florence iust as he was

". . .in his mantle, his hood, and his

wooden shoes, without saying a word 
l

miles from Florence.l 1

To , hit http://

Thanks to Beniamin Black r-rf

VISARC, http ://wwu,.visa rc.con1,

for tipping me

.

;nlagination rffi slake it. cubed.

Notre-

Other

such a dire prediction underesti-

mated what would eventually

transpire. Despite Hugo's fear, with
the book you must still inhabit

places coniured by the writer to
erupt in your imagiration. So it@ 1997. Reprinted with

special permission of Krng
Features Syndicate.
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are united into a coherent
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WALKING ON WATER IN ROME

...by examining any city through its water infrastructure, we are able to visualize it as a network of
linked forces, which in turn brings a deeper understanding of the specifics of individual neighborhoods

and places. We gain a richer understanding of urban form, history, and technology, and are able to

ground our theoretical and design work more fully in the context of the city.

Water provides both a physical and metaphorical structure for Rome. The City is defined by its water

features-the Tiber, the sewers, aqueducts, and fountain-as no other in the world. Roman urban

form, history, experience, and mythology have been profoundly shaped by water for nearly 2800 years

And water has great poetic resonance as it weaves physical and spiritual threads through spatial,

social, and historical spheres of the city. Neighborhoods were founded and the city expanded accord-
ing to the availability of water. The nodes and armature for this development were provided by a

Tiber River, springs, wells, sewers, aqueducts, conduits, and fountains. The memory of this water
structure has been modified by imagination, time, circumstance, and topography, into the specifics of place.

Hidden ucts and conduits rush water to thirsty fountains, while sewers, some 2500 years old, carry it
away. These rushing streams can be heard throughout the city, even when they cannot be seen. Fragments of ancient Roman aqueducts
merely hint at this underlying structure, while fountains celebrate its civic presence.

Unconsciously one walks on water in Rome. Mysterious underground rivers and channels flow unseen beneath the ancient,
cobbled streets.
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the Moses Fountain, completed in

1 587, that deliver a continuous

stream of drinking water
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Hill, where they were rescued and suckled by a wolf. Because the Tiber was in flood, it had

a huge backwater that allowed their little boat to come ashore far inland. The twins were saved

because of a flood. Later stories tell of the city itself being saved by a spring that miraculously gushed forth in

the Roman Forum to block the path of invaders.

Numa Pompillus, the second King of Rome, was

married to the water nymph Egeria whom he would visit late at night at her spring. Here he consulted her

about matters of law and religion important to the people of Rome. According to Livy, "lt was her authority
which guided him in the establishment of such rites as were most acceptable to the gods and in the appoint-
ment of priests to serve each particular duty."

Sewers were built to drain the swamps and channel the streams beginning in the 6th century B.C. Then,

ironically, having rid the city of most of its natural water resources, it became necessary to import water for

drinking and industrial uses to a city that was experiencing phenomenal growth. ln the late 4th century B.C.

the first Roman aqueduct was constructed. For 500 years aqueducts delivered water from sources far outside

the city. They served Roman businesses, houses, palaces, public baths, and the more than 1200 public

fountains located in streets and fora.
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Most of this water history lies hidden beneath the Roman and

lmperial Forums, and under buildings more than a millennium

For example, few tourists, or even Romans, are aware that

of the Roman Forum, the ancient Empire's political

was originally a miasmic swamp, at the edge of which

placed the most impodant sacred buildings.

A plaque, located in the Campo lvlarzio,

that commemorates the magnitude of the

1805 flood. The level of the flood is

indicated by the water line, which is

located approximately five meters above

the modern street level.

Roman Iaw was born and codified at a sacred spring.
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Fhroughout antiquity and into the 19th century, the Tiber

:flooded its banks on average once every ten years, devastating

,tlre low-lying areas of the city. Carved plaques dating from the

1?th to the 20th century are located throughout the area of

devasation to commemorate the relentless wrath of "Father

Tiber." The river was embanked in the late 19th century, but as

recently as June 1996 the city was flooded again by torrential
it',
rarns.
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Katherine Wenturorth Rinne is currenuy a senior
Fulbright Scholar in Rome where she is developing
an interactive prototype lor a new',water,, map tor
the city of Rome that will explore its 28OO year
history of water and urban development.

o
(o
(o
IT

I Today the Roman love affair with water is most
eloquently expressed through the hundreds of public

fountains that adorn the city and provide a continuous
flow of water. The grand, libidinous Renaissance and

Baroque fountains are the loci of dreams and a source

of tremendous civic pride. For Roman and tourist alike,

they are major destinations. At the same time, humble

forming the

node around which a neighborhood enacts its daily rituals,

Roman is unaware of his fountains, even as he abuses them. They are,

Rome and a Villa, not "objet d'art, held off from life and treated with respect as they would be anywhere
else; there is a closeness, an imminence of touch around them that nothing in our life has except dreams
and sex." There is no denying them without emotional damage.

Prior to the late 19th century (before water was piped directly to most homes) fountains were an essen-
tial element in the social life of every family and neighborhood. They were parlicularly important to
women who used them as extensions to their kitchens. Here they would meet to discuss family matters,
wash linens and collect water for cooking, drinking, and bathing. Fountains were essential to the
development of neighborhood public markets, a major social arena for women. Until the early 20th
century cooking routinely took place outside the house-in the street; hence, fire and water shared the
central space of Roman public life. The actual house was dark and dismal, and rarely supplied with
water. The house was in fact so relatively unimportant as to be merely a place to sleep and store one's
belongings. Roman life was, and largely still is, lived on the streets and in the piazze of the city.

Today water is piped to every home, and the role of the public fountain has changed dramatically.
Stripped of its essential function of providing pure water for drinking and cooking; no longer the focal
point of the social life of women; and often unreachable through b_arricades of parked cars, fountains still
play a vital, though largely unconscious, role in the lives of Rome's citizens.

Le fontane ricordano

at the Barcaccia Fountain, designed

Gianlorenzo Bernini, for a drink of water

Fountains recall and mimic the ancient springs, identifying

the source of all urban life. ln an incredibly dense city they

are metaphors for the public gardens that ring the city but
rarely penetrate its core. ln a landscape with few horizons

(especially in the large Campus Martius area) they provide

an axis mundi for each neighborhood. They concentrate
energy and focus our attention. Like the beads on an urban

rosary, held together by invisible underground conduits,
fountains rhythmically punctuate movement through the city
and invite one to pause and contemplate. They are "Hail

Marys" for cynic and believer alike. While no longer such a
clear extension to family living space, they are still back-
drops for the everyday lives of Roman citizens. They help to
construct order out of chaos, orienting us in the physical

world; serving as more than landmarks, they not only

facilitate, but also enrich, urban navigation. To every tourist
they are the scenes for moments of heightened experience.

And finally, water is most simply cool and refreshing, to both
body and spirit, as millions of times a day people pause to
drink from public fountains.

Katherine Wentworth Rinne will be seen on the Rome program of

the Discovery Channel series "lnvisible Cities", to be aired in April.

[1

identity and daily life of Rome,

neighborhood drinking fountains, known as

"fontanelle" or "nasoner,, are essential to the
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It uses tourist advertising of \Tashington to gain insights into how the American consumer
perceives the Northwest-what environmental characteristics they prefer and what physical
attributes they associate with this region. From these sources, a number of insights are drawn
regarding ideal city-nature relationships.

Travel advertising was chosen as a viable source of information about preferred environ
as its primary purpose is to portri,ry an idealized perception of a particular place. Studies show
that tourists tend to travel to destinations which they believe provide more optimal conditions
than they find at home. Hanspeter Schmidhausen, in the bookTourism, Marketin7, and
ment, states that a primary function of leisure travel is "to compensate for many deficits that

everyday life in a work performance society inevitably brings." ,rr"C., "a"!r,iri"Jr**L to ,"'
this seaich for a more iJealized environment by conveying destination images that elucidate these.

improved environmental qualities.
Advertising imagery illustrates how products (whether they be a place or consumer goods)

are linked "symbolically to the whole world of social values," states Andrewpernick. Marshall
Mcluhan, in his book The Mechanical Bride: Folklore of lndustrial Man, n*i* the primary
intent of advertising "is to manifest the product as an integral part of large
processes." Furthermore, travel advertising provides a concentrated source
these qualities.

As Sidney Levy, in his book Promotional Behauior, states, the potency
ad campaign is dependent on the successful "amplification" of those pr
deemed critical to the consumer.

The analysis which follows uses the specific study of Washington travel advertising imagery
to begin to understand the product or destination attributes of Washington state.

Travel guide covers published between 1888 and L994 were surveyed using a technique
called image mapping. Only cover images were analyzed, as it was found that they represent the
most conclusive image of the document. Studies by Ruari Mclean show that cover image selec-
tion is the most carefully considered, most highly researched image decision in publication design.
Its purpose is to both encapsulate and "advertise" the publication contents. Roy Paul Nelson, in
his book Publication Design, concurs with this statement and notes that "no feature is as impor-
tant to a magazine/promotional brochure as its cover, no matter how it is circulated." The cover
image identifies the contents, attracts attention, creates a suitable mood for the reader, and
"sells" the product.

Each cover was digitally scanned to determine characteristic hierarchy of image area-what
are the trend percentages of sky, water, earth (rock), vegetation, constructed objects (buildings,
infrastructure, roads), humans, and wildlife over the 1,06-year time span. Table 1, a compendium

of all features and percent-
ages, shows the relational
hierarchy of the characteris-
tics over time.

The analysis revealed
certain physical qualities as

more dominant in cover
imagery than others.

ttl AT
-Paul f

SKY: fhe next most common feature was the sky at 22o/" ol
the image, Predominately shown as clear and blue, occasionally
scattered white clouds are included. The earth-sky profile was
usually uninterrupted by constructed objects.

EARTH/ROCl(: Following sky, barren rock's average area was

19"/. of the cover image. Often covered with snow and ice, the
contour gradient of the rock was, as a rule, severe (Fig. 1). More
gentle topography, such as rolling hills, is rare with flat lands
never included.

WATER: 'Water's average coverage was 12"/" of the study

sample. Shown as relatively calm and smooth, its edges were
shown as irregular (Fig. 1). Rarely was water shown with a

constructed edge. There were a limited number of cases where
water was shown in motion-surf, waterfalls, rapids.

C0I{STRUCIIOi'| & I/EHIILESI of the remaining 1.3"/o, only rYo
is devoted to constructed objects (buildings and roads) and 1Y"

to transportation (cars and water craft).
When buildings were included, they were usually shown in

isolation andlor in the background-a lodge in the wilderness, a

farmhouse, or barn and fields, or the Space Needle or state
capitol standing alone (Fig. 2). During a span of 30 years, from
1942 to 1973, no buildings were shown on tour guide covers.

Only in the 1990s have building collections (groupings)
been brought to the foreground. It should be noted, however,
that even when buildings are brought to the foreground, wilder-
ness (forest, waterway, or mountain) is shown in close proxim-
ity. It is only in rare cases that buildings are shown without
wilderness elements in the image.
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IUUhen deciduous trees are shown, they are in full leaf, some with fruit. Ground cover and shrub-
bery are less common than tree cover. Vegetation was shown primarily in a randomly planted
pattern with a rare exception being the wheat fields of eastern 

.Washington 
or fields of baled hay,

Illt(fr

DATE OFCOVEF

TaDls l. Trcodlirc Aar$rir of Co'tr Clenaarilic*-1&&1t94.

VEGETAII0},|: Averaging
percentages over the span of
the study, vegetation was the
most frequent characteristic
in the image s at 34o/o . Vegetal
type was dominated by
coniferous trees (Fig. 1).
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940s and 1950s, (dams, roads,
were more

date,
civic projects have One transpor-

tation exception is the continued inclusion of water craft, such

desire a location for active work, where the changes are largely in favor of their success, are
invited to come to 'The New Empire.' Impatient and fault-finding persons, and especially lazy
people and tramps are not welcome. The field is especially good for men of capital and brains."

This is in contrast to "who is coming" to Washington in the 1990s. The demographic profile
of atypical\TashingtontravelerinTgg0rsaCaliforniamale,36-4S,whohasabachelor'sdegree,

as sailboafs and ferries,

beach fire, swimming, canoeing,
or fishing. An exception is the
1983-84 cover, where you see

humans at leisure in a consrructed
environment, be it restaurant,
hotel lounge, or
water slide. The
only example of
a human at work
was seen on the
1888 cover (Fig.
5), where an
individual was
seen plowing a

field.
This work

image is in
dramatic contrast
to the more
recreational
settings previously mentioned. Here the target market was
"settlers," who were assumed to be more interested in the
pragmatic qualities of landscape (fertile soil, abundanr warer,
and mild climate) than the leisure traveler. The booklet, in fact,
boldly describes its intended audience.

"!7ho should come-all honest, industrious people who

Distilling the findings of the preceding study, a number of environmental preference patrerns
associated withWashington's image have emerged.The following is a discussion of those parterns,
along with recommendations as to how future construction intervention might support a congruence
between the reality of Washingtont state and its idealized advertisement contents.

Clearly,Washington! most significant advertised environmental characteristic is its alpine wilder-
ness landscape-"lush" forests,"grand snow-covered" mountains, and extensive waterways have been
repeatedly chosen as representingWashington state. Rand McNally'sVacation Places Rated character-
izes this emphasis when it states ". . . Nature has been especially kind to this little corner of the world:
amont its natural assets are the salt waters of Puget Sound and Elliot Bay, LakeWashington,a 24-mile
long body of free water,two mountain ranges-the Olympics to the wesr and the Cascades to the
east-deep forests almost at the city's doorstep... J' (Rand McNally rated this region inWashington
the #l vacation spot inAmerica.) Both distinction and preference forWashington state is rooted in
nature as defined by untouched, randomly ordered, alpine landscape with severe rock escarpments,
vastforests,and natural water features.Only occasionally do you see other landscape types (i.e.,

steppes, deserts, cropland) on guide covers.
A hundred years ago, this wilderness character was no less revered. A guide published in I 893,

entitled Ihe Resources ond Attroctiveness ofWoshington for the Homeseekeri Copitalist ondlourist, states
thac"Those who travel in quest of pleasure or health will find here an area which in serenity of
climate, richness of color, variety of scenery, luxuriance of mountain shrubbery, extent of forests,
nobility of rivers and grandeur of snow-shrouded mountains, will compare with any in the world."

Construction intervention in support of this environmental preference would minimize disruption
of existing wilderness areas (particularly alpine wilderness), locate in areas which have already been

disturbed by construction, and, whenever possible, endeavor to expand, restore, and rehabilitate
endangered wilderness systems.

ln general, natural features (vegetation, water, rock, and sky averaged 87% of cover image area) are
preferred over constructed features (roads, buildings, and other infrasrructure averaged 8%). When
constructed features are shown, it is almost always in close proximity to natural features. An example
of this condition is seen on the cover of DestinationWashington,which uses the foreshortening effect
of a telephoto lens to make Mc Rainier appear "on rhe doorstep" of Seamle (Fig.6).

Cover images of transportation preferences

show automobiles and roadways only until the 
',,',r-.

early I 960s. From the late sixries ro present, with ',.t,.,t.r,.

only two exceptions, no roads or cars are

included on covers.The only modes of transporta-
tion shown are water craft, bicycles, and foot-
paths.

ln support of these observations, construc-
tion intervention (buildings, roads, infrastructure)
should remain subordinate to natural features.

Construction should use a minimum amount of
land area and allow natural features (rock,
vegetation, and/or water) to dominate (borh

foregrou nd, backgrou n d, skyl i ne). Additi onal ly, any

constructed intervention should maximize access

to natural areas and minimize travel distance. ldeal

routes of transportation to these amenities would
be waterways,footpaths, and bike paths.

Frgu're 3
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PEOPLE & WILDLIFE: et
averages of 3'/. and 1% ofthe
cover image, respectively, people
and wildlife are portrayed as

subordinate to the other fea-
tures. Domesticated and wild
animals are rarely seen. Only
prior to 1938 do you see horses
and cows.

When people are shown on
a cover, they are found "enjoy-
ing" some wilderness context-
gazing at a mountain (Fig. 4),
riding horses, reclining by a

Frgure .1

Figr.e 5

Washington environments which are distinc-
tive (and thus provide regional identity) are

preferred over more generic environments. ln Figure 6
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Vital
f

by William Spear

the design and

the structure of

future classrooms

and offices must

to facilitate

c re ativity,

imagination,

and individual

tras of education
green lockers, and
aries of most institutions in

broke down the barriers? The
Watergate? An exodus to the subu

provide a way ln most schools a generation later,

culture" and computer-aided design, the greatest

from their
ranged in li
from the mil

avenues of our cities.
'sitting up straight"

quality control still remains the content of the curriculum; the
least, it seems, is given to the effect of the environment. With all

that we have studied and learned through environmental activ-
ism, we have yet to make significant changes in the landscape of
our classrooms, offices, and creative design departments; indeed,
most of the furniture and fixtures reflect our past, not our future.
Classroom walls are still lined with blackboards; the rectangular

lnsets: Royal Bank of Canada, Tor

Background: Traditional wide-rul

the positive attitudes and intentions our minds

any learning envi

shui has been
to Asian

Much more a holistic design p inherent in

the way
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self expression.
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FROM TI-IE IN DE OUT
remarkable success and growth in Their
design team works closely with a feng shui

ln Toronto, where the world headquarters Royal Bank
of Canada occupies two skyscrapers in the heart city, the
international banking hall that adjoins these ctures looks

bank. Cone are the straight lines and cold app to the
teller's booth {the booth is gone, tool) Nowhe that
cold, impersonal "take-a-number" feeling of inary finan-
cial institution. This company learned from and
employees atter a lengthy inquiry more a e environ-
mental psychology of banking. The design a feng
shui practitioner before plans were finalized out the
space, releasing blocked energy and rounding rs, creat-
ing a relaxed, secure banking environm ent
and employees unanimous on environm

:.a

ent'9. mood
they all love it. Does it look like a Chinese (the major-
ity of feng shui applications seem to)? Not at like an

like a relaxed, modern restaurant and loun
tor does a double-take upon realizing she I

upscale ltalian bistro in Milan, maybe. And bu
All these examples followed clients from th

freer environment for the Swedes. Teachers there
system, commenting on how much more
such an environment. And customers in the
ployees, found waiting in straight lines and
tables in the middle of rooms "impersonal,
new milieu seem just the opposite: "warm,
few of the terms used most often.

When right-brained tasks are at hand, er

ttl

ng,

William Spear is an interna-

tionally recognized educator,

consultant, dnd. utriter on

feng sbui, the I Ching, and

A riental philosophy. He

trauels worlduide, conduct-

ing seminars and consulting

on a uariety of topics, in*

clu ding ge op ath ic stre s s,

natural architecture, czrrr-

munity planning, and uital

design. He recently com-

pleted a seminar on feng

shui for the Smithsonian in

Washington, D.C. He serued

as the first honorary presi-

dent of tbe International

Feng Shui Society in London

and conducts a professional

training program in "Intui-

tiue Feng Shui" for archi-

tects, designers, and lay

practitioners. His best sell-

ing book on the subject,

Feng Shui Made Easy is now

in its 9th printing. He main-

tains a priuate practice in

Neut York, Connecticut, and

London.

In tuly, William Spear

uill hold a ueek-end work-

shop on "The Transforming

Pouer of Feng Shui." This

uill be the first time Mr.

Spear bas offered a seminar

in Seafile. For more infor-

mation ca?rtact Gisela Stehr

526-0573 or 340-1433.
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is way up
out. ln

r" lead-

bring out
ated a
the new

is" in
wellas em-
forms on
" The

safe" are a

need

neering
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curved lines, arcs to stimulate the flow of
the ledger sheets (left-brain function) p, right angle
certainly has its place in the finance office
console.

Combine the two when both are needed. Bringing together
complementary opposites is the unifying principle that brings to-
gether left and right, front and back, outside and inside, city and
nature. This principle is the essence of feng shui, and the an-
cients truly understood their environment.

Cognitive ergonomics-environments that reflect the way we
think*will undoubtedly be an important part of the design pro-
cess in vital environments like those of creative offices, schools
and universities. And rather than reinventing the wheel, the
wise designer will study up on the principles behind the tradition
of "wind and water"-the flow of life force in the physical
environment.
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bouncy. Most work better in smaller groups.:Even,$

ers, or rotating captains allowed to direct the grouffi
the best in the rest. The flexibility of the "stations$

He

out

classrooms as in life, children are colorful, bubffi,

Keep

paul haley

custom contemPorary furniture
206-281-0074



On The Boards

NBBJ
Kangbuk Hospital,
Seoul, Korea

ArailJackson Arch itects
and Planners
Terminal 5 Public Access
Pro ject,

SW Harbor, Port of Seattle

Arai{ackson, as part of a

KPFF-led team. is designing
assorted public structures to
be included in the redevelop-
ment of the Port of Seattle's
Terminal 5 Public Access
Project. Based on an initial
concept by Makers, the Arail
Jackson designs take their cue
from the industrial activities
and materials associated with
the site. The designs for the
entry structures, public
restrooms, shelter, and
90-foot-high viewing tower
incorporate raw industrial
materials such as galvanized
steel tubing, precast and

cast-in-place concrete,
corrugated sheet metal, and
"found" wood timbers from
the site where feasible.
Formally, the project reflects
the anthropomorphic qualities
of the nearby harbor gantry
cranes.

Centrally located in down-
town Seoul, the Kangbuk
Hospital will be a 700-bed,
565,000-square-foot

Patkau Architects, lnc.
Nursing and Biomedical
Sciences Building,
The University of Texas-
Houston Health Science
Center

The Vancouver, B.C. firm,
Patkau Architects, was
recently selected as winner of
the first design competition
held by the University of
Texas system. Patkau's win-
ning entry expresses the
human activities enclosed
within its form-a building
devoted to the teaching of
health, wellness, and the study
of the human organism. The
University of Texas selected
the firm's design for its
challenging concept and
ability to serve as a campus

he:rlthcare facility. It will be

situated on a complex site due
to grade. zoning. and accessi-
bility concerns. NBBJ was
awarded the commission as a
result of a competition entry
which addressed thc site
through a vertically organized
design solution. The design is
a statement about place, order,
and circulation in an urban
environment.

The new hospital tower
will be located adjacent to
existing hospital structures.
A large atrium space between
old and new buildings will
provide a generous new facility
entrance, while a continuous
canopy and vehicular drop-off

focal point for the U of T-
Houston campus. Also cited
by the committee was the
design's interior flexibility,
durability and ease of con-
struction.

Full of metaphor, the
245,000-square-foot building's
formal analogue is found in
the trees of an adjacent park-
the last open space on the

U of T-Houston campus.
Using motorized leaf-like
louvers
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voltaic shades on the
roof, a mechanical system
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Y &Z Design Atrium

A three-year long-distance
partnership between Satomi
Yoshida of Seattle and
Roberto Zanon of Padua,
ItalS is producing designs for
a line of accessories and light
fixtures. Their designs, which
combine decoration and
function, strive to impart a

cheerful, whimsical statement
in a variety of forms for both
commercial and residential
applications. Dynamism and

52] 5 Beach Drive SW

Seattle, WA 98136

Phone: 206-932.9441

Fax: 206.932.0190

\
\J

versatility are two aims of the
newly created *Moonwalk"

floor lamp collection. Colorful
hand-blown glass of apple
green, light blue, orange, red,
yellow, and opal white serr.e as

diffusers for the light. The
designs also make possible an
infinite number of three-

dimensional configurations by
bending and twisting the
elements of the forrn until the
desired shape and height is
achieved. In addition to glass
sptions, different metal
finishes will be available to
tailor the fixtures to individual
requirements" ,:

circulation for the building
and as a visual icon, or
"lantern,' for the campus.
The combination of brick and
wood loosely connects the
architecture to the Scandina-
vian heritage and traditions of
many original settlers of the
Poulsbo area. Construcrion is
expected to begin this summer
pending legislative funding
approval.
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The Miller/H*ll
Partnership
Olympic College,
Poulsbo, WA

Collaboration and a desire to
reflect the local environment
are illustrated in this Olympic
College project located on the
new Poulsbo campus. Com-
munity representatives
working in coniunction with
the college and the design
team developed the *Campus

in the Forest'concept.
Connectivity to the site is
reinforced through ample
fenestration and strong
parallels to the existing
topography. Organized along
the spine of the sire, the
building provides a transition
between the upper and lower
areas of the campus.

The building itself is
divided into twoprimary
parts: a large, shed-roofed
brick volume, wirh smaller
shed-roofed wood-clad boxes

attached to its south end- The
wooden boxes will be clad
with stained horizontal wood
siding with aluminum reveals
to suggest a paneled appear-
ance. Steel framing will be
used throughout the building
and will be exposed along
with glue-lam beams at rhe
smaller wooden boxes. A
two-story glazed tower serves
in dual capacity as vertical
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ln this exhibition light and shadow collaborate to enable the

display of video aft in a natural setting. The experience of

viewing video proiections is modif ied by the manipulation of

natural light, and it is obtained in such away thatthe surround-

ing natural environment can play a maior role in the interactive

experience of video aft.

ment. This is especially apparent when compared to my native

society and culture have almost completely displaced the natural

Since arriving in Seattle three years ago to further my

ffifli"r in architecture, I have come to appreciate the wonder

and beauty of the natural environment and its relationship with

ffiittrre is an una'voidable presence much as art

and architecture are in Rome. Moreover, I have

come to appreciate the role of natural light here

and its effects on our visual interface with the

surroundings. On sunny days, the light is crisp

and bright. ln response to the intensity and

clarity of this light, objects are revealed to our

3
ffi"g:illr*.n beauty and harmony. Thus, my

experience of the relationship between light and nature has,

my work as a designer,

It also provokes an

r senses. Thus, time and

ffi.i&rk, sunlight and shadow

How we ffi.-@ s have been a crucial aspects

of art since its beginning. However, modern developments both

in time and space have radically altered the perception of art.

I
philosopher Maurice Merleau-Ponty,

art, "...is no longer an art of illusion or

an abstraction but one that is possibly

shape only

The

and the

ln recent years, profound changes in the production and

reception of art have aroused a new awareness of space and theover the last three years, strongly influenced the way I

The loUolrinc 6even video scl@c are rE.t of the ten "st4tions" of lhe i.sta11alion desigEEd by Iole ALeEsand.ini alonq the tdolf Natu.e Trail in Discow-
e.y ParL Vid'eo e=eens prcject rc:ks l:,y Ca.y Ul1l"l befieve t is an irnage in light of the ottre. {1992) ard }ry !4adanna llaniqer "Ca..iaqe" (1994). ltE
video p.ojeclions a.e lErceived diffelendy as natu.af lisht eh qs ftom day 1ro niEhl and season to sas
1. Exhibition vlal1 One, a plain waIL supports tlE devie at l}le ertrance of the t.ai1 and sho&rs a projecrion by Marian a lraniqe.r:
2 Exhibition WaU Tko, a b@k-like wa1l a1onq. the l.ail sho$s prcjectio.s by Ga!t/ I{i1L
3 trxhilriEion sc.een It u:, the device n6t1ed t'eEween two cedar trees shoirs proi:ctions l:'y cnay lriU.
4 Exhibition Walts nve, two curwed ida!1s leading towa.ds lhe lDnds sh@ a p.ojeclion by Ma:janna Ila niqe:.

BAC(GROUND: rxhibition Sc.een six, a LeEn scaeen hanqiner f.on a r.ee onto one or the pords oi r-he pa.k shows a pio.lectrou by Ga:y uil-l-
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ffinrrbun environ-

was to work simultaneously with two very distinct media: light,

which is natural, and video art, which is artificial. Video art,

however, like natural light, engages our senses and makes us

this exhibition

awareness of the

are the aesthetic media of this exhibition.
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through the viewer's direct
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# gtr feel of a space merge, becoming far more

real than any literal representation of them

could be." (The Aftof Light+Space, lntro-

duction, p. 10).
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effects. Reflection and shadow play a fundamental role in

3i

fundamental role it plays in the process of perception. The way we

perceive video art is conditioned by the space in which it is located.

galleries affect the perception of art by inhibiting and distracting

from the interrelationship between art and its

audience. The intent of my exhibition is to

move video art away from traditional contexts

in order to see how a naturall

would alter or modify the pe

understanding of this artistic.ff

Museums and galleries are

structures designed to display works of art. ln

reflecting on the relationship between these structures and the

works of art they display, I wanted to provi .ffi

and culture. Thus I located the exhibition in a natural setting in

which video art is interwoven with nature. I challenged both

the artist and the viewer to share important transformations

extending beyond the state of consciousness. The exhibition,s

approach, as opposed to the traditional way of showing and

viewing video art, provides access to familiar and unfamiliar

experiences of change which are intended to provoke a

re-evaluation of the way we perceive video art as well as the

space in which video art is usually found

The exhibition is based on the application of two natural

phenomena: reflection and shadow. Shiny sur-faces have reflec-

tive properties which can be used with shadow for particular

influencing and modifying my approach to the exhibition. The

outcome of my experience with reflection and shadow is the

creation ofan object which I call "the device." The device is

ties and a plate of black matte material

positioned to block sunlight so that the plate

casts its shape as a shadow on the glass

screen

The effects that were produced by

exposing the device to direct light astounded

me. The video image projected on the

device is visible even in bright sunlight with

an illumination level of several thousand foot-candles. More-

over, the side margins of the Lexan screen that are r$$"gf,#!e

shadow reflect the fluctuating presence of the trees and sky

above. The effects of the device made apparent to me the

When I asked myself what would happen if the participant

ffied over the Lexan screen, I recognized the third dimension

mtr relationship: the appearance and disappearance of the

$ reflection intensifies the interaction of art, nature,

.*observer. The exhibition is thus an exploration of

luminance and space, nature and art in the human interface

Tt-is arLicle is based in pa:-t on Lhe autho:^'s thesis: .,A:t In The park The
Natural Lighting rn An ouLdoor video installation." stre is cu::r:entJ-y in the
of bringing this pr:oject to completion.

of

Luminous Landscape

Iole Alessandrini, Associate AIA

Research

article:

or of articlc:Aut

ffi.has made me

uncontaminated by the artificial environments of human society
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The Vancouver Public
Library by Moshe Safdie
Vancouver, British Columbia

The plan and section are

very typical of recent North-
west library branches. The
community rooms are at the
entrance on the noisy, or busy
part of the property. A high-

The library has a very
simple spatial organization.
Imagine an oval hatbox filled
with a tightly fitting shoebox

of the s:rme height. The
shoebox is in the style of a

modern office building and
contains the majority of the
library's space. The hatbox
walls, in the style of the
Colosscum, provide long,
curving rows of quiet reading
desks with views to the streets.
At the north and south ends of
the library, floors of shoebox
extend to the hatbox. On the
east and west sides, eight-
story, skylit canyons separate
the building forms. Narrow
skybridges to the reading areas
of Colosseum walls are not for
the faint of heart.

photo: Kurt Wolken

These two cartoons of the
Colosseum and modern office
building conduct a lifeless
battle of physical and narra-
tive tension. The best place to
witness this energy-less union
is the public interior street
between the office building
and giant curving wall. To the
east, cafes ar-rd bookstores
inhabit the ground level of the
Colosseum ruin. To the west.
an eight-story glass wall
reveals the office building's
grid of concrete columns and
raised floors containing the

sparrmg
cartoons

the architect
made
critic Ted
"Put two

Imperial Rome. The inspira-
tion of Mies van der Rohe's

tower of Photo:

by the 1

suggested tower

rvere flerible to adjust to the
changrng world, arrd transpar-
ent windows revealed the
truth to all.

In the slums adjacent to
the Roman Forum, the
emperors Vespasian and
Domitian created at the center
of the Western world a

colossaI centralized gathering
place of the Romans
(a "genius loci" in phenom-
enologicirl circles). No
electronic k of corpo- In
rate executi human Thomas
directives
Rome.
used the value of more
architecture, but emperors
ruled from a place and
corporate chairmen managed
on ,rn electronic nerwork.

Other stories could exist
about the
our cities.
rog,
town and
metaphor about the instant
transposition of Hong Kong
into Vancouver. Drop-in any
culture, be it Roman or
Chinese.

Safdie did bring one
serious question into my head.
Libraries in the modern style
have been built before, but
why n sports stedium? The
library hrs been the repository
of acctrmulated human
knowledge. Norv it is a node
to tirp into our accumulating
electronic information. At the
library, we used to contem-
plate the interconnections of
thought, but shortly we may
be the interconnections
hetween information. The idea
of a library is chirnging from a
place for quiet mental concen-
tration to an active, almost

cyberspace
stare. imagination of

Gibson,
Safdie, I we strap the computer
Like art race on the

stated,
and

world- active informa-
tion-and of contem-

?

Critique

and

photo: The Restless Eye

The Vancouver Public Library
staff publishes an architectural
tour guide to the new Central
Branch completed in May,
1995. Full of detailed informa-
tion, the pamphlet ignores the
obvious: the exterior mimics
one of thc most recognized
buildings from \(estern
classical antiquity-the
Roman Colosseum, circa
A.D.82.

The similarities between
the library and Colosseum are

direct. Both are four stories of
wedding cake arcades with
decorative columns attached
to concrete piers. The Colos-
seum arcade has ancient
Roman arches, whereas the
library is Greek and modern
with rectangular openings. At
the Colosseum, the arcades are

open to the weather and
provide continuous circulation
to the 50,000 seats. At the
library, the second and third
tier are glassed in to protect
the reading/study areas, while
the bottom and top levels are

open to the street and sky.
Although the same height

as the Colosseum, the library
is clo:er in size to the interior
arena where gladiators fought
and lions martyred Christians.
Instead of filling the eye with
its vastness, the library sits like
a toy on the plirza and is
cradled by rr giant, curving
wall stretching from sidewalk
to sidewalk. This block-length
wall is vcry close to the
diameter of the Colosseum
and displays a few buttresses
reminiscent of the existing
ruins in Rome.

Portland, Oregon

central spine guides
to the lower-

study area with a view to
nature, if available.

'!7ith clerestory lighting of
the ceotral spine, the modest
building has been labelled

"basilican" by Oregonian
critic Randy Gragg and others.
Sir Banister Fletcher wrote a

hundred years ago of those
early Italian churches built
after the fall of Rome: "The
architectural character of the
basilican churches is rendered
impressive and dignified by
the long perspective of col-
umns which carry the eye

along to the sanctuary; a

treatment which, combined
with the comparatively low

of the interiors, makes
appear longer

really are...."
delicate, black steel

the eye, but it is
Parker's wall

painting and ceiling design
that punctuate the passage and
give the eye a place to land.

Like those basilican
churches, only the most
academic can separate the
success of the architecture
from the art. Parker's painting
"Talking Leaves" concludes
the central spine's perspective
and claims the traditional role
of sanctuary, stealing it from
the window wall on nature at
the opposite end. She creates a
pattern of simple, painted
rectangles with rhree giant
leaves on the ceiling of each
column bay in the clerestory.
These colorful "rugs" enliven
the ceiling with a geometry

1995
in

Midland library is a small
neighborhood branch on a

suburban strip competing with
Toyota lots and Future Shops.

of cultures in But, the branch is these

works of

is a that I the joy of

could not be
Safdie's
Library. The

visiting in Northwest.
Visit Safdie's Vancouver

library to keep up on the
international architecture
dialogue. Visit ZGF's Bellevue
Regional Branch of the King
County Library for good solid
design and civic image mak-
ing. (It just won a 1,996

national AIA honor award).
Go tomorrow to Hacker's
library at 805 SE 122nd
Avenue to remind yourself
why you love architecture.

Unlike Vancouver's and
Bellevue's libraries, Midland's
qualities can only be suggested

and drawings.

Clenn Weiss is a writer and community activist living in White Center, Washington

He writes daily for Heery lnternational. ln his past he has curated exhibitions of art and

architecture at the Seattle Art Museum, 911 Media Arts Center, PSI Museum and the
Storefront for Art and Architecture.
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PETER MILLER

Ils, Hacker
exterlor

ass windows
at the corners. The recessed

allows,Hacker to show a

A

end of
.n abstract
nne Storrs

casts a of deep
relief two-ft by

thick rvalls of the basilica.
Instead, thc visitor passes the
red walls into a court which is

both outside and yet inside thc
box of the building. A glass
window-wall merges the
outdoor court with the
interior lobby. This indoor/
outdoor motif is modern, the
eroding b.r.k of rhe exterior
wall is post-modern, and the
stucco white finish of the
exterior court is just the
remainder without clear
intent.

Safdie and Hacker con-
front honestly and directly our
conflicting emotions about
traditional bLrildings of both
the ancient and the modern.
Safdie's ancient Roman and
modern American cartoons
stand starkly and leave a

profound sense of sadness. No
resolution is possible between
the old desire for static place
and the placelessness of
modern life.

With a different hand,
Hacker makes a place where

cker's strict
alnst tt
of plaster

circles to
black

r's fire

ceiling. Likc
artist and

g towirrd

:ectlvc

-ft native-

For a

, the

ica. The face

Anne
Stone, assist
the roman-

ted ckrck
pattern of
, however,

gestu re,
where I

met"

to crclltL- l1

track oi

photo: lohn Hughel

leaf sculptures that strcnerhrrr
the illusion of thick u,alls fror.n
a time when brick walls wcrc
two to three feet thick iusterrd
of four to eight inches.

Hacker creates stonc
pylons that face the strecr ro
make a facade, another

ess and
lyphics

Egyptiarr
pylons, Sandra Stone rvrites
the truths of
modest bra

other parts of the brrilding.
The steel-frame clock rou'cr
and the "eroded" elttrrlnee :1re

awkward, yet necessar\'.
Although flawed, Hackcr's
decision comes from thc clcsirc
to be both modern rrncl

ancient. The form of thc rou'cr
subsritutes for the stonc br.ll

n and

ted with a

=building, I
am cautlous In polntlng t()

minor imperfections. Li ke

a glaring
eem correct
antage polnt
I to m,rny

the illusion is clearly an
artistic invention. No manda-
tory honesty. The walls are nor
really thick, but feel thick.
Modern and ancient images
and spaces flow o','er each
other. The open modern space
is anchored by the nave of the
basilica. Rcality and imitarion
coexist. Nature through the
window is matched with
nature in thc painting. Like
the best of our messy lives,
Hacker creates a center and
order that makes us feel in
control whilc our imagination
wanders. Like Sandra Stone's
quotation of a poet who rarely
left the foundation of her
house, "l dwell in Possibility

-A fairer House than Prose

-More numerous of Win-
dows-Superior to Doors"
-Emily Dickinson.
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Kohn Pederson Fox's soon-to-be completed

Federal Building in Portland is one of

the most impressive buildings in the

Northwest. The design, materials, and

craftsmanship are excellent. This building

adapts easily to what has become the

"Podland style", giving this dynamic city

another landmark, and the visitor another

reason to come explore. O I am still

confused by all the fuss from a few years

ago about the Michael Graves building. The

true test of a building's design is measured

by the endurance of its style and the quality

of the working environment afforded its

inhabitants. The combination of design and

materials of the new Federal Building

should meet that test. Ted Mader
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Bruce Donnally unit' of "a great museum
group" with Meany at its
"center, or heart....Unless this
is comprehended," the Henry
Gallery "seems isolated and
unrelated."

The full master plan was
never realized; and the Henry
Art Gallery continued to stand
alone through seventy years of
campus growth. Yet it was that
enduring "objectness" which
initially intrigued Charles
Gwathmey when his firm,
Gwathmey Siegel 6< Associates
from New York, teamed with
LMN Architects of Seattle,
was selected to design an
addition which would increase
the existing 10,000 square-foot
building nearly four times.
S7ith dozens of collegiate
buildings in its portfolio, and
fresh from the recent comple-
tion of additions to the
Cuggenheim Museum in
New York Ciry and the Fogg
Art Museum at Harvard
University, Gwathmey Siegel
was attuned to the challenges
and opportunities of university
and museum expansions.
In each case it had developed
a solution of respectful
counterpoint, where the
addition created a new collage
er.rcouraging a visual dialogue
between new and old in
a carefully balanced
"conversation. "

For Gwathmey, "Replica-
tion is n()t an option. The
history of architecture has
alwal's been enriched through
change and the dialogue
brought ,rh,rut by rdditiorrs to,

interventions in, and renova-
tions of existing buildings. The
formal question is how to
reinforce and enrich the
original through a comprehen-
sive and interpretive interven-
tion, understanding both the
history and the physical
implications."

The site constraints and
possibilities for an addition to
the Henry had changed
considerably since 1927. The
visual axis of Campus Park-
way now continues all the way
up to Suzzallo Library and is

edged by the relocated Meany
Hall and the Undergraduate
Library, effectively preventing
the possible completion of
Gould's original arts complex.
In the 1950s, the entire east
side of the site had been
elevated above a new Central
Campus Parking Garage, and a
pedestrian bridge was built
over 15th Avenue NE, landing
abruptly against the corner of
the Henry. The bridge rein-
forced the image of 15th
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Horace Chapin HenrS
Gettysburg veteran and
railroad baron, became one of
Seattle's most prominent civic
leaders, philanthropists, and
art patrons. He built a gallery
wing on his Capitol Hill home
to display his collection of
paintings, prints, and objects
which. in a typicelly magnani-
mous gesture, he regularly
opened to the public frcc of
charge. Toward the end of his
life he decided to donate the
collection to the University of
Washington, along with
$100,000 to build a smrrll
museum to continue its public
display.

By the mid 1920s, the
distinguished Seattle architec-
ture firm of Bebb and Gould
was involved in the master
planning for the University.
Carl Gould's design for
Suzzallo Library at the center
of the campus was under
construction, as were his
designs for several other
campus buildings, making the
firm the obvious choice for the
Henry Art Gallery.

Gould incorporated the
Henry into a master plan he
was developing for a group of
fine arts buildings on the
western edge of the campus. It
occupied the north wing of the

planned "C" shaped complex,
which included a future music
building to the south, and at
the center, terminating the axis
of Campus Parkway, was old
Meany Hall, enlarged and
refurbished. As Booth and
\Tilson quote Gould in their
comprehensive new book, Carl
F. Gould: A life in the Arts and
Ar c h ite ctur e, this complex
would "be on the main axis of
approach to the University
from the city," where it would
be accessible to the public, as

well as studcnts, "without
having to traverse the cam-
pus." He continues that, "the
Henry was merely the 'first
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Avenue NE as a veritable moat
behveen the landscaped
campus and the urban grid,
with pedesrrian traffic crossing
at a few concentrated loca-
tions.

Honoring Horace
Henry's original desire
his collection accessibl
public, the museum br

the architects to devel
design in a way that v
engage the passing pu
the museum exhibits.
Richard Andrews spc
"the need to create a

and transparent faca(
draw visitors into thi
and contrast with thr
and, for some, intimi
brick exterior of the
museum. The new ar

should allow for sigl
the heart of the mus,
order to engage the ,

the art within."
The final diagra

by establishing a no
circulation path nex
existing Henry, witl
new and existing
along the street and a bar of
support spaces on the campus
side (see plans). This new path
creates a straightforward, but
diverse, circulation route.
At various points along this
route windows, overlooks,
and balconies allow unex-
pected views into various
exhibition spaces. According
to Gwathmey, "A sense of
anticipation, sequential
revelation, and memory
become as crucial to the
experience as the physical
fact. "

A cross axis was then
established which enters the
existing building in the same
place Gould had intended to
connect to the other buildings
in his original master plan. At
the axis intersection a grand

staircase and elevator lead
down to the new exhibition
spaces. A cascading staircase
extends the main circulation to
the new main gallery. The
.--^hdampnr ellows a visitor to

original in the form of three
skylight cubes over the admin-
istration offices, which articu-
late the gatelike porosity of the
site. Through this compressed
element, the building extruded

revealing the enclosed spaces."
The cast stone base of the

original building is carried
through the new architectural
elements as a unifying mate-
rial. Vertical board-formed
concrete and linen-finished
stainless steel panels are used
on the bar element and the
curved sweep of the new
gallery roof. The concrete is a

solid load-bearing material
sympathetic with the original
masonry without being
imitative. The satin luster of
the stainless steel finish
changes throughout the day,
softly reflecting an orange
sunset or the warm glow of
evening lights in the adjacent
Undergraduate Library.

Although the new exhibi-
tion spaces are designed for
flexibiliry they are also
intended to engage and
provoke the exhibiting arrist
and curator as well as the
visitor. The curved skylights in
the main space and the display
niche in the west wall, for
example, impose a subtle
asymmetry. The exterior spiral
staircase nudges into the
corner of the main gallery
with a window from its middle
landing giving the passing
public a peek inside. The
diagonal line of the shifted
bridge re-emerges in the side
wall of the special gallery
breaking the potentially static
volume of the space.

The size of the new spaces
is deceptive from the exterior
since the bulk of their volume
is underground. Gallery
Director, fuchard Andrews
speaks of visitors'surprise and
delight in reaching the lowest
level of the museum and their
discovery of the dramatic
two- story tall, skylit, main
exhibition gallery. These
features, plus specific

accommodations for heavy
artwork and electronic media,
provide unique opportunities
for new exhibitions. Says
Andrews, "the renovation and
expansion will allow the
Henry to continue its tradition
of providing challenging
contemporary art exhibitions
while we concurrently show-
case our permanent collection,
investigate artists'work in new
media, including digital, and
run a full spectrum of artists
talks, film series, and educa-
tion programs in our new
auditorium."

As Horace C. Henry's
desire to reach out to the
public with his museum is
continued in these programs,
so the master plan envisioned
by Gould emerges as a bal-
anced yet asymmetrical
collage, preserving the integriry
of the existing building while
knitting it into a decidedly
modern composition. The new
grove of trees on the south side
of the site waits for the next
addition and another interpre-
tive investigation.

Bruce Donnally was the
associate in cbarge of the
Henry pro'ject at Gutatbmey
Siegel and is notu a principal
with LMN Architects in
Seattle.

Credits:
p.35 Western development, perspective
view from west, University of Vashington,
1,925. Special Collections, Uniuersiry of
Washington Libraries.

Photo @1997 John Stamets

p.37 Gwathmey Siegel
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inner world to the public. An
open fence provides a secure
but visible connection to 15th
Avenue NE. A new cafe space
below the original lobby opens
out onto it. Pedestrians
crossing the shifted bridge look
over a curving wall down into
the court, and ahead into the
new glass-enclosed entrance
lobby.

Gwathmey describes the
addition as a symbolic gateway
to the campus whose composi-
tion "begins with a linear
structure set between the
existing building and the
underground parking garage.-
In order to permit pedestrian
cross flow through the site, a
poftion of the linear structure
was "compressed" below
grade, leaving fragments of the

topped by a glass block
lantern. A new public elevator
and stair in the pavilion on the
south corner connect to the
underground parking garage.
The new entrance to the
museum is in the fourth
corner of the roof terrace.

Gwathmey describes the
addition as an assemblage of
new elements around the
"found" object of the Henry.
"The intent was to maintain,
as well as enhance, the pres-
ence, solidiry and density of
the original small masonry
building. In one sense the
result is an architectural
collage where the forms are
fragments resulting, in part,
from carving away a solid [the
bar element]. They remain
abstract, implying but not

subscribe
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the

The images on these pages

are part of a documentation of
the new Henry Art Gallery
Addition under construction
during 1,99 5-1997 . All photo-
graphs are on large format 4x5
black & white film.

In summer 1995, before
construction began, I photo-
graphed the original 1925

Henry Gallery for the Historic
American Buildings Survey
(HABS No. !7A-213). tJ7ith

expenses paid by the Henry
Gallery Association, I then
continued to document the
birth of the new building. In
general, I approached the
project following the same
principles and aesthetics of
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architectural documentation
that apply to HABS/HAER
projects. Although the HABS/
HAER library at the U.S.
Library of Congress does not
accept contemporary construc-
tion photography (because the
addition is not yet 50 years
old), it seems to me that the
construction of a building is a

unique period in the building's
history. It is a time when its
internal structure and anatomy

-the bones and muscle and
Iungs-are revealed. Architec-
tural historians of the future
will hopefully find such images
interesting and useful.

ln 1996,I visited the site-
across the street from my

office at the LIW Department
of Architecture-three or fours
days a week, on average. The
rotal archive for this project is
so enormous I am embarrassed
to say exactly how many
photographs I have taken.

In selecting images for this
publication, I initially edited
"sequences" into diptychs

By John Stamets

focusing primarily on the Main
Gallery. As tfus publication
goes to press, only a hint of the
architect's intentions are
revealed. I nevertheless intend
to follow through with a

documentation of the finished
architecture, at least until they
kick me out.
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af ot Ev e nts

March

6

Lecture: "Recottections:
Desiga \llith Memory New

Approaches to Sustainabte

Product Developmenf'

International Design Resource

Awards recipients Tom and

Barbara Johnson speak.

U.Ifl. Architecture Hall
Auditorium

r6-r8
Conference:

'Building with Trees

Conference'

saving
constructron
menr projects,

For more info. contact the
National Arbor Day Foundation,
402-474-5655

Event: Victorian Festival at Historic
Port Townsend.

Featuring workshops devoted to
the restoration and preservation
of historic buildings, plus five
days of events portraying
Victorian lifestyles.

Forum: AIA Seattte

Deslgn Forum

Regional Transit
Executive

Presents a prevrew
planning and

5:30-7 pm.

Metatwork

Tour: "Queen Anne Hitl
llelghborhood"

This tour will explore the rich
mix of single and multi-family
residential architecture and

landscape in one of Seattle's most
popular neighborhoods.

Other tours this Spring include

Lecture Series: Community
Building Through Preservation

Bill Lenertz will follow up

Kunstler's lecture with implcmen-
tation ideas for creating success-

ful communities through architec-
tural preservation.

See April 28 lecture for details.

Exhibit:: 'Catalan Masters of the
zoth Centuqf

The exhibition features more
than 80 paintings, drawings,
sculpture and ceramics by Dali,
Picasso, Miro, Gaudi, Tapies, and

others artists. Several of Gaudi's
models for the Church of the

Sagrada Familia, as well as two
carved chairs he designcd as part
of the complete intcrior' of
private homes are included.

The Seattle Architectural Founda-
tion Gallery 1333 Fifth Ave.,

3rd level of the Rainicr Square

Atrium.

Mon.-Fri., 10:00 am-4:00 pm

Free.

Exhibit:: "1oo Years of Seattte

Architecture."

An intriguing overview of
architectural development in our
region, the exhibit includes
photographs, models, and

artifacts.

The Seattle Architectural Founda-
tion Gallery L333 Fifth Ave.,

3rd level of the Rainier Square

Atrium.

Mon.-Fri., 10:00 am-4:00 pm

Free. Through June 2

Exhibit: "Roycroft Desktop: The

Useful Beauty ofArts and Crafts:"

The exhibit includes desks, tables,

chairs, bookcases and lamps.

Produced by the Roycroft
Community in Western New
York under the leadership of
Elbert Hubbard.

Museum of History and Industry
(MOHAT).

10 am-5 pm daily, through June 2

$5.50 general admission

Please keep us informed.

Fax, call or e-mail us with interesting

events and we'll list them in the

calendar. Arcade is going on line soon,

so we will be able to update our

calendar with ease.

ARCADE Calendar:

2318 Second Ave., Box 54

Seattle, WA 98121

or
arcadeol@msn.com

r.9 May

5

Lecture Serieg: Community
Building Throug[r Preservation

Lectures:

'Sticktey's Hisslon in the :oth
Centu4f by Carolyn Audi,
L. & ,. G. Stickley Furniture.

'The Arts & Crafts of Rosador by
Diane French, Rosario Resort

ln association with the'Roycroft
Desktop" exhlbit (see the ongoing
section for more info).

Museum of History and Industry
Auditorium.

7 pm. $12.00.

metalwork
works of Dirk Van while
Tom Wake displays works of
Albert Bery

MOHAI

2 pm. $10

April

r4
Lecture: Maya Lin

Seartle Arts 6( Lectures' presents,

sculptor and architect, Maya Lin.
The topic of the presentation will
be choscn by the speaker, an

informal question and answer
session with the audience will
follow.

For tickets and information call
621-2230.

5th Avenue Theatre,
1308 5th Ave.

'Waterfront," are 3-hour
guided lead by IO
volunteer guides with back-
grounds in architecture, history
and design. One hour lunch time
tours will be offered in May.

To receive a brochure with tour

Informadon
Registration

185.

Viewpoints conttnues
through October with difierent
tours given every month.

Tour: The Greenwood Avenue Tour

Part of Community Building
Through Preservation lecture
series the tour will focus on

buildings and residences in a well-
developed neighborhood that has

managed to maintain a small
town feel.

See April 28 lecture for details.

Or Call Historic Seattle

622-6952

tz
Lecture Series: Community
Buitding Through Preservation

The final lecture will be given by
Charles Wenzlau will present

examples of locaI communities
that have been successful in
blending historic preservation
with development and discuss

what can be learned from these

examples.

See April 28 lecture for dctails.

0ngoing

Event: '4th Fridays @ Belltown
Pub".

Monthly social gathering at the

Belltown Pub,2322 at 1st Ave.

Sponsored by the Association for
Women in Architecture, AWA.
For membership or general info.
call 789-3035.

James Kunstler, the author of the
book Home from Nowhere and a

proponent of new urbanism,
shares his point of view on the

causes and cures of neighborhood
disintegration.

The Historic Seattle Prcseru.rt iun
and Development Authority
presents a rhree-part lecture series

at the Museum of History and

Industry. The lecture series will
address the importance of
crearing strong communiries in

our city and how historic
preservation of the built environ-
ment plays a key role in creating
such successful, meaningful
places.

7 pm April 28, May 5, and May
12 at the Museum of History and

Industry with a walking tour of
Creenwood on May 10 from 1-4

Pm.

Call Historic Seanle at 1206) 622-
6952 to register. Tickets are sold
for the entire series only and cost

$50 for members; $50 for non-
members.

7:30 pm. $15.00.

Meet around 5:30 pm.

I8

1-888-ENJOYPT
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schedulc
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please call the Viewpoints
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A RCHITECTU RE+ D ESIG N TO U RS (fo llowi n g West Week 19 9 7 )

Two fuLLday tours featuring the work of Fjnn Kappe, Dean Nota,

David Hertz, Rick Corsini, Fred Fjsher Archjtects, Lorcan 0'Herl.ihy,

Hagy BeLzberg and many mOre. Coming up DesertArchitecture + Design,
Aprit 1-6, in Phoenix and Tucson.

Featuring work by Wi[[ Bruder, Les Wattach,
Rick Joy, Judith Chaffee, Antoine Predock,
Jones Studio and others.

For information and reservations contact:

R,rr,h':lLe IliLls (213) ?91-58?5 or toll frce (EE8)6 ARCHITours.

W F{rnes & Company
Custom Interiors & Design

WHITNEY HINES

7v5 Overlake Drive West Bellevue, Washington 98oo4
Phone (zo6) 454-4842 Fax (zo6) 454-6o92
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A Fresh

Approach to

Structural and

Civil Engineering

to Support the

Arch itectu ral

and Construction

Communities

NEW ARCHITECTURAL
STRUCTURES

HISTORIC
RENOVATION

MAJOR BUTLDTNG
RENOVATION

SEISMIC EVALUATION

BUILDING SITE
DESIGN

CAMPUS SITE
DEVELOPMENT

217 PINE STREET, SUITE 520
SEATTLE,WA 98IOI
P:2061343-0460
F: 206134 3-569 I

.O

+

architours
presents West WeekEnd 1997
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OnMy Mind

The following letter, dated 3 December

in Vancouver, B.C,

..,

The Vancouuer piannin$t,, ,

department is to be congf,atu-
lated for its work in improving
our residential neighborhoods.
But latcly ir seems to have
become ohsessed with regula-
tions that are far beyo*d
either irs mandate or capacity.
We know that isolation by the
mounrairrs .rnd .r border is a
cause for some peculiari-ties,
but putting petulant puhlic
grievances into law defies
rea50n.

I refer: ro two recent.
initiativcs of the department:
The firsr is the tree cutting by-
law for private property. In a
city where the challenge has
always hcen not how to get
things to grow but how to
keep them from growing too
much, should the city coilect
fines for what anywhere else
would be considered reason-
:rble maintenance? That a few
newcomers to the city inno-
cently follow the example of
the logging industry to clear-
cut their property should not
have sent out a general alarm
to stop tree cutting in private
gardens. We live in a city, not
a forest, and part of thei,
stewardship of a city is tc keep
it from reverting to the
wilderness. We don't want to
suffer LDS and green mold in
a region with little enough
light at the best of times!

Every citizen in
Vancouver, including myself,
was horrified in 1939 when
the whole of the British
Properties was clear-cut and
for six months huge fires lit up
the mountainside. But look at
it now The scars have grown
in between the houses in the
Bel Air of Canada because
there was enough land be-
tween them for growth-not
so recently, with the devoted
landscape stewardship of the
owners. The city cannot be rhe
arbiter of taste. The city has
authority over the largest
public domain-the streets
and boulevards-where its
attention should be focused.

The second issue is a That such a supercilious gardens. Of the award win-
recent missive showing a

Disneyesque: attempt to bring
conformity to the design of
our neighborhoods. Is it not
well understood that the
whole motivation of the

realizes that it is
banality in this

middle class in the Americas is future of our city rests. Such insistence on cosmetics.
not to conform? To belong knee-jerk reactions to a few The city needs to waks up
yes, but to be different, to complaints miss the point to a greater need for increased
have one's separate identity. altogether. density in its neighborhoods
All the 20th Century neighbor- 'We have always,had a and allow for in-fill projects
hoods of the Americas are cacophony of styles,and and, with our new ethnicity,
distinguished by the inconsis- materials in our suburbs as in muld-family living on the
tency of styles, sizes arrd our CBD.'We have always same single-frmily residential
materials of the houses. They had a surplus of insensitive properfy. The only reasonable
have always been ugly, run-offs, which have been initiative for the City Plan
especially when new, with unsightly. That is a'ditect Communiry Visions program
about 1% of commendable reflection of our society. The is to get down to basics and
design but, like it or not, there recent obiections stem from revise the by-laws to suit
rests the vitality of our sub- the scale of some of the newer realistic community needs, not
urbs, mercifully mellowing mansions because no one some bureaucrat's taste.
over time. They have never previously had tried to The more the city stays
been nor will they ever be 'capitalize on the permitted out of tte private domain and
different. .;- , . r ...teight and,densitlt Gables ..,. concentrates its efforts on the

The planners who put anJpitched roofs and plant- public domain the better.
rogether this recent question- ing will not make any differ- IVhat about ddier streets and
naire to homeowners perhaps ence. Our existing regularions lanes, properly curbed boule-
dont realizb its implicit permit houses that now seem vards and the elimination o{
danger-edging towards , ioo big for the size of their sodium vapor lamps which
dictatorship of taste that property. Scale is the issue turn our gi..rr, green city dirty
would I hope be reprehensible {height and mass), not design brown at night?'S7ith the
to every citizen of this city and features which can never ever thrust for trees what about
completely in violation of the be of universal quality or tree planting on the boule-
idea of multiculturalism basic consistencS nor should be. vards of the East end neigh-
to our Canadian identity. The Good Jesign is a rare borhoods?
goal of trying to establiih commodiry usially discrim!
neighborhood character is nated against because it does -Arthur Erickson
equivalent to stopping time; not conform to the status
disastrous in the life of a ciry quo. We have to accept that
which like any other organism the price of democracy is
must grow and change to meet freedom of expression and
the social and economic that freedom is the source of
challenges of human society. Art as well as chaos. Regula-
Worse still, I am deeply tions only assure the lowest
disturbed that our appointed common denominator*like
custodians equate design tract housing.
quality with the encourage- The City by-laws are
ment of, I quote, "certain irrationally proscriptive. The
design features or materials
(e.g. pitched roofs, window
trims, lawns, shrubs, planting
beds) to reflect the design of

..
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ADVERIISING frorn poge 25

addition to the cover image evidence, tourism research also indi-
cates traveler! preference for distinctive environments. ln fact, a

significant portion of state tourism research has been focused on
how a particular destination (in this caseWashington) is perceived as

a distinct travel product (destination). Marketers realize that it is

critical that travelers perceive that Washington's positive attributes
are unlike any other place in the world or they may choose alterna-
tives to Washington. Vance Packard, in his book, Ihe Hidden Persuod-

ers, states that"Advertisers see a compelling need to create a
distinctive, highly appealing'personality' for a product (or place)

because of growing standardization. . . .The first task is one of
creating some differentiation in the mind-some individualization for
the product which has a long list of competitors very close to it in
content."This desire to distinguishWashington is manifested in travel

guide cover imagery, which attempts to show distinctive consrruc-
tion and/or natural phenomena.

The most potent juxtaposition of these two characteristics is

seen on the cover of the 1989-90 Destination Washington, where
construction (the Space Needle) is poised in the foreground and

natural phenomena (Mt. Rainier) is in the background (Fig. 6). Both

the snow-covered,volcanic cone of Rainier and the flying saucer

perched on flared steel legs are marketed as distinctive forms to
Washington state-the fact that they exist side by side in the same

landscape only adds to this sense of uniqueness. Eliminate these two
icons from the image and this scene would be indistinguishable to
most U.S. travelers.

Other, less famous icons used on covers include Grand Coulee
Dam and the ferries of Puget Sound. All share a common character-

istic of being large, unique, isolated, freestanding objects-qualities
which advertisers use to aid in consumer "product" identification.

Washington's spatial distinctiveness has not been recognized in
cover design. Unlike Montana's travel marketing strategy, which
focuses on the perception of the vastness of its open spaces,"The

Big Sky Country,"Washington imagery focuses more on the size,

diversity, and eccentricities of its human-made and natural objects.

Also,Wash i ngton travel advertisi ng has been relatively u nsuccessfu I

in identifying an architectural character which is perceived as unique

toWashington beyond unusual size (once the world's largest dam)

or unusual form (the Kingdome). lf any stylistic pattern emerges, it is

a preference for what the consumer believes to be either a historic

structure, such as a frontier town storefront or a barn constructed
in the late 1800s, or futuristic structures, such as the Lake Washing-

ton "Floating" Bridge or the Space Needle. Architectural form which

makes no claim to either extreme is rarely signified.An architecture
of the past or future is preferred over the present.

ln support of these findings, future construction interventions

should endeavor to further amplify and illuminate unique juxtaposi-

tions between construction and the natural phenomena of Washing-

ton. lntervention form, aside from distinguishing itself by being an

extreme-the biggest, the most bizarre-should be either support-

ive of historic precedent or venture into imagery associated with the
future-be bold, space-age, exotic in structure and materiality. Finally,

constructed forms should seek to express the dramatic diversity of
climate and landscape of Washington's state. For one of Washington

state's most unique qualities can be found in the fact that it is many

distinctive states within one.To quote Ihe Resources ond Attroaions of
Woshington for the House Seeker, Copitolist ondTourist, I 89 j:

"lt is the grandest scenery in the world. One has here in

combination, the sublimity of Switzerland, the picturesqueness of the

Rhine, the rugged beauty of Norway, the breezy variety of the

thousand lslands of the St. Lawrence, or the Hebrides of the North
Sea, the soft rich-toned skies of ltaly, the pastoral landscape of
England, with velvet fields and magnificent groves, massed with floral
bloom, and the blending tints and bold color of a New England

lndian Summer."

Poul F. Hirzel is on Assistont Professor of Architeaure atWoshington Stote

University. His reseorch interests include the odvertisement of orchitecture with

porticulor emphosis on how building-londscope relotionships ore represented.

LAN DSCAPE ARCH ITECTU RE

SITE PLANNING

(206) 32s-6877

Greg E. Ilrower

If you're designing draperies for an office building, hospital, law

firm, restaurant, or an igloo in Anchorage, give us a ring. At Penthouse

Drapery, we've spent close to 30 years helping people just like you. We

manufacture to your exact design specs. On time. And, to your budget.

We can help with fabric or hardware choices that your project requires.

Plus, we've discovered hundreds of great ideas for window treatments

over the years, one of which might work for you.

Call (206)292-8336. And find friendly, prompt professionals like

other Northwest firms have, for over a quarter-century,

You'll find we're great to hang with.

REPUTAIIO]II HAiIOS O]'l.

vision
knowledge
passion for design
exp efi en c e

THE BERGER PARTNERSHIP P.S.
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Peter Millett
sculpture in urood and bronze

April 3 - 27

GREGTJ(UCERATQALLERY
608 Second Avenue Seattle 98104 206-624-0770
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